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Thecougar orig in a lly had the most extensive distribution of any native mammal in the Western Hemisphere.
Equally at home in a wide variety of habitats-pampas,
jungle, prairie, swamp and the coniferous forests of the
north-the cougar ranged from Alaska to Patag onia .
The deva station of forest cover, coupled with the
decimation of deer herds, has cau sed a great reduction
in r~nge. The magnificent cats were practically eliminated
from eastern North America by t hese factors and the
infamou s bounty system-dedica ted to the extermi nati on of all predators without an understanding of their
role in the continuance of all sp e: ies.
The cougar-known also as mountain lion, puma, panther and catamount-is from six to eight feet long, including the 26 to 36 inch tail. Its hei ght is from 26 to
30 inches at the shoulder and its wei ght from I00 to 175
pounds.
Deer is the preferred food of t he cougar and recent
wildlife studies indicate that sick or a bn ormal deer are

the most frequently taken prey. When deer are scarce,
a variety of smaller mammal s are eaten, including the
often-di sdained skunk and porcupine.
Stalking is the hunting method employed by the cougar. It can move almo st soundless ly in spite of its size and
weight, and approaches close to its prey before charging swiftly . Th e attack is made toward the head (in the
ca se of large prey species) with an attempt to break the
neck . Partially devoured kill s are covered with brush for
later meal s.
Although the cougar may cover many miles in the
course of hunting, it usua ll y retrace s the same beat every
four to ten days. Thi s fact gives some indication of the
rather exten sive habitat needed to support a cougar
population.
Wi t h the reversion to forest of former farmland in the
ea stern United States, and with the increase in deer unde r
ga me management plan s, the couga r is returning to
some of its former range. The recovery in numbers is
attested to by more frequent reports of siting s. These
are often scorned, but evidence of the co ugar's return
has rece ntl y been substan tiated in the form of plaste r
casts of co ugar prints mad e by a biolog ist with the
South Caro li na Wildl ife and Ma ri ne Resources Department.
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NATURE'S
ENGINEER
RETURNS

The once-threatened beaver is making
a comeback through cooperative landlords
like Westvaco who once considered it
an enemy to good timber production.

by John Davis
2

"Looking at His creation, the Great
Spirit saw that it was covered with
water and calling the beaver to Him,
sent them beneath its surface to bring
up mud from the bottom." Thus,
Cherokee legend attributes the earth's
land masses to the beaver.
Other Indian tribes believed the
beaver to be a fallen tribe of men
which through industrious work might
someday again find favor with the
Great Spirit.
In light of the beaver's near extermination from North America during
the late 19th century, the latter legend
of the beavers' banishment by God
might seem more likely. But today the
situation is reversing itself as this once
vanishing animal returns to its former
range.
A member of the rodent family, the
modem beaver may be traced directly
to his prehistoric ancestors living more
than a million years ago. These giants
attained the incredible size of six feet
or more and have been determined to
weigh in excess of 700 pounds. Although the adult beaver of our time
averages 40 to 60 pounds and measures approximately four feet from
nose to tip of tail, biologists report
that the beaver grows throughout its
entire lifespan which averages about
twelve years in the wild. The largest
beaver on record was taken from Wisconsin in 1921 and weighed in at llO
pounds.
As with other rodents, the beaver's
gnawing teeth grow throughout its
life and are sharpened through use.
The outer layer of the teeth is composed of a hard, orange enamel which
wears down much more slowly than
the inner layer of softer dentine, giving the teeth a chisel-like shape.
Slow and awkward on land, the animals are a complete study in adaptation, perfectly suited for their semiaquatic life.
Sharp teeth and powerful jaws are
capable of gnawing through a sixinch-diameter tree in less than onequarter of an hour. The Hat, scaly tail
is used as a prop to brace the furry
lumberjack during this process. Once
felled, the tree may be stripped of its
bark for food or cut into short, easily
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

managed logs. If the tree is not too
large, the beaver's thick, stubby body
may be placed sideways against the
log to roll it into the water in much
the same manner as a man might push
with his shoulder and hip.
Canals are often dug from the pond
or stream to facilitate the work of
bringing distant food and building
material to the pond site. These waterfilled ditches also offer protection and
fast means of escape, for it is in the
water that the beaver is truly at home.
The powerful tail is used as a rudder, while webbed rear feet kick in
unison or alternately depending upon
the desired swimming speed. The
animals small front feet may be used
for holding mud or rocks against its
chest while swimming and when not
in use are curled tightly against the
chest to minimize drag.
Beaver are also equipped with fur
mouth flap s which close to prevent
drowning while the animal carries a
limb or stick to its lodge, food cache
or dam. The valvular nose and ears
also close as the animal enters the
water and transparent eyelids protect
the eyes from irritation while providing clear underwater vision.
Body fur is composed of a long,
silky outer coat and a thick, wooly
undercoat. Constant cleaning and oiling prevents the coat from b ecoming
wet and adds to the animal's ability
to slip through the water. But the fur
which the beaver grooms so carefully
proved to b e the animal's downfall.
Our country owes much of its exploration to man's quest for the once
fashionable beaver pelt. Improved
trapping methods in the 18th and
early 19th century made many fortunes and empires, but led to the
beaver's n ea r extermination from
North America.
"Beavers of the subspecies carolinensis formerly occupied the entire State,"
Frank B. Colley says in his book
South Carolina Mammals, "except for
a narrow region bordering on the
coast. These animals were exterminated many years ago."
Colley cites sources which place the
Carolina subspecies as extinct by, if
not before, the 1850s.
VOL. 20, NO. 4-JULY-AUGUST, 1973

Photos by Ted Borg

The beaver's engineering instinct is exemplified by the skill with which he
chooses his damsites and builds his impressive dams. Crews assigned to destroy
them have found it a difficult and expensive task.
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Beaver ponds provide homes and food for a variety of wildlife and good
fishing for man. Many timber companies have reassessed their approach to
the beaver and learned to benefit from his activities.
3

Beaver bank lodges like this one are rare in the South because mild winters
and a plentiful year-round food supply apparently make them unnecessary.
Here dens are usually made in the stream bank.

This beav~r is ~arr'1'.ing . food to his pond. Although they take some pine for
food , their main diet in the South seems to consist of sweetgum and red
maple.
4

As the beaver retreated from its
original range its going was not unnoticed. Untended dams broke and
ponds dried up. The water tables b egan to drop and the absence of b eaver
dams to prevent runoff of top soil
aided man's ignorance of land usage
in forever losing millions of precious
tons to the sea. Wildlife inhabitin g
the ponds or dependent upon them
for food and water suffered also.
Pioneer conservationists began to
fi ght for the beaver. Protective laws
were passed and restocking programs
were initiated from the dwindling
beaver populations of the Northwest
and Canad a.
The Sandhill Refuge in Chesterfield
County restocked beaver into the state
in the late 1940s and these animals
soon b egan to spread into adjacent
counties. Beaver also re-entered the
Palmetto State by crossing the Savannah River from Georgia. Today, fa irly
large concentrations of beaver are
fo und in Chesterfield and adjoining
counties as well as those counties
borderin g the Savannah River watershed from the mountains southward
to the coast.
But conservationists h ad underestimated the tenacious resilience of the
industrious animal. Beaver populations rose sh arply and in many cases
dam sites chosen by the animals
caused direct conflict with man's interes ts. Culverts were dammed causing waters to Rood out highways and
valuable property was sometimes inundated by the rising waters. Both
governmental agencies and private
timber corporations b egan to think of
beaver as a p otential threat to the
managed fores tlands as the animals
girdled, felled and Hooded valuable
timber.
D ams were blown up or torn down
and trapping again occurred, but the
timber interests were soon to discover their enemy was not easily
defeated.
T he beaver is a natural engineer,
seemingly aware of the exact d amsite
and design required to block even the
wildest of streams. The dams are always wider at the b ase, sloping upward to the surface. Although beaver
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

As the food supply a round a pond is depleted, beaver may raise the ir dams
or build secondary ones to extend their range. Canals long e r than I 00 feet
are often dug fo r easy access.

prefer to utilize any existing trees or
rocks in anchoring their dams, dams
on fast streams will usually curve inward toward the current. Man's modern dams follow these same design
principles.
Smaller brush is the most frequently
used dam material, though 1a r g e r
trees and rocks may be added also.
Each piece of material is placed with
the butt end facing the current and
mud is dredged up from above the
dam and packed over the other construction material. The stream's waters
gradually carry the mud down among
the twigs and logs until th e dam is
solid with mud, acting much like the
concrete of man's dams while the
twigs reinforce like steel rods.
Crews working to d e s t r o y these
dams soon found they had quite a
job. Not only were the dams stoutly
built, but nature's engineers labored
feverishly during the night to repair
the broken spots . Men returning from
a night's rest were likely to find the
dam completely rebuilt and in many
recorded cases the men's tools, left by
the pondsite overnight, were used as
a part of the dam. T he task of figh ting
the beaver can obviously grow quite
tiresome and expensive.
Many timber companies are now
reevaluating the prudence of launching all-out attacks against b e av e r
dams, while others have adopted the
method of studying specific colonies
b efore making p lans.
VOL. 20, NO. 4-JULY-AUGUST, 1973

"W e try to judge each pond individually to determine its value to the
public c omp a r e d to timber loss ,"
W estvaco Wildlife and Reforestation
Manager, Fred W. Kinard, Jr. said.
"Studies have shown that although
beaver take some pine, their main diet
in the South consists of red maple and
sweetgum. These trees have little timber value to the company ,vhile the
ponds may provide homes and food
for a great variety of wildlife and good
fishing for W estvaco's neighbors."
W estvaco's 1,000-plus acre McKendree Barr tract near the Savannah
River shows th at man and the beaver
can indeed b enefit from on e another's
efforts. Beaver h ave created a lush,
swamplike habitat in the predominantly sand and pine terrain.
"Local residents h ave been takin g
some nice fish from this pond," Kinard
said, "and the terrain a r o u n d the
p ondsite indicates th at little valuable
timber will be lost."
"So far we haven't had any problems with beaver in South Carolina,"
W es tvaco's Piedmont Area Forester,
W ayne Barfield added, "although we
lost over 100 acres of prime saw timber around one pond in Georgia."
vVestvaco is by no means abandoning its lands to the b eaver, but their
policy of investigating each pondsite
on its individual merits promises the
best results for both man and wildlife.
Through this program and others like
it th e compan y hopes to furth er realize a goal of true multiple land use.

"Milder w in t e r s and a plentiful
year - round food supply apparently
make lodges and winter food stocking
u n n e c e s s a r y," Kinard said. "Our
beaver usually make their dens in a
stream bank with the entrances b elow
water to avoid predation , although
there are almost no pred ators in this
area of the country that will attack a
beaver."
In colder climates b eaver h ave one
litter each year, but biologists b elieve
two litters per year may b e possible
in the South. Each litter usually consists of two or three kit~. Beaver mate
for life and a normal colony may contain the two adults, their offspring of
last year and this year's kits. ,·Wh en
th e kits reach the age of two their
parents drive them from th e lodge to
make room for new and unborn arrivals. This prevents overpopulation of
the colony, lessens the chance of infectious disease and slows down the
depletion of available food supplies.
As the food supply around a p ond
is depleted the beaver may go to
many elaborate extremes to reach
more. The d am may be raised and
extended or secondary dams and dikes
may b e constru cted, thus flooding a
larger area and extending the beaver's
range. The previously mentioned canals may b e dug for hundreds of feet
allowin g easy access to new food . The
supply must one day run out , but the
beaver are p eace-loving and will not
fight for fo od among themselves or
with other anim als.
When the b eaver move on seeking
a new pondsite their dams decay allowing land plants to reclaim the
pond bottom. Plant succession b egins
anew with a luxurious growth of mead ow grasses, shrubs and small trees.
These later give w ay to the more
mature stages of succession until p erhaps one day another p air of b eaver
wander into the area and construct
their dam.
H istorians can only sp eculate as to
where Americans acquired their tenacity, ingenuity and individuality,
but should we not benefit from the
beaver's tolerance and conservation,
nature's engin eers may on e d ay aga in
be called upon to rebuild the earth .
5

The Care and Handling of the Sportsman
by Linda DuRant
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This article is written for any woman who is now, or about to become,
the wife of a sportsman ( fisherman,
hunter, whatever is in season). After
much observation, effort and a futile
attempt to domesticate a member of
the group, I have concluded that this
species is untrainable. About the best
you can hope for is a waiy mutual understanding. ( If he is crazy enough to
get up at 3:00 in the morning in order
to stand in icy water up to his waist
in the middle of Decemmber, he can't
very well say anything about your
going out in the middle of a rainstorm just to play bridge! )

The old saying, "If you can't lick
em . . . " doesn't necessarily hold
true. Face it-you can't lick them and
you more than likely aren't really all
that crazy about joining them ( for
any great length of time ). After all,
has anybody ever been able to figure
out what's so great about whatever it
is that they're doing out there? Keep
in mind the saying "Ours not to reason why ... " and leave him to it.
By observing a few simple rules and
counting to ten quietly whenever you

, ~2)
1,1

[J@
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feel the need to bum his rod and reel,
shotgun or television set ( Oh, yes . ..
just because he's an outdoorsman
doesn't mean that you won't also be
a T. V. widow ... just think, there's
deepsea fishing, caribou hunting, ram
hunting, mountain climbing, wild
goose hunting, trout fishing, etc. right
there on the screen in front of him,
not to mention golf, tennis, football,
baseball, basketball, etc. etc. etc.) you
should soon be able to smile about
it or at least be able to unclench your
teeth when he mentions a proposed
hunting trip.

up for a hunting or fishing expedition.
( 2) His sense of values differs
greatly from yours . . . The guy
who raises the roof because you
bought a $30.00 dress is the same
guy who thinks nothing of laying
out $75.00 on a two-day hunting
trip!
( 3) Sportsman speak with
forked tongue! On occasion the
sportsman may refer to his expensive, AKC registered hunting
dog or retriever as "that " %@"$+ "% MISBEGOTTEN MONGREL CUR! But should you, or

anyone else, cast aspersions on
that fine specimen of Dogdom ...
W atch out!
Terminology is also important to
the sportsman . . . Speak of his 30
ought 6 rifle as a gun and more than
likely h e'll say "There's an old army
saying about that . .. " Just change
the subj ect . . . fast. On the same
subject . . . a Mitchell 300 rod and
reel is definitely not a pole nor do
they use fishing string!
As I have already intimated, the
sportsman is a species unto itself. In
a study of this sort, it helps to start
out with some knowledge as to the
character traits of the species. Such
as:
( 1) His hearing varies. He
seldom, if ever, hears "Honey,
please take out the garbage."
And he never hears the alarm
clock when he has to get up to go
to work ( or to his inlaws). But
he never fails to hear it ( even if
it's set at 3:00) when he's getting

II
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An absolute vital necessity to your
average run-of-the-mill sportsman is
a boat! Now to you and me the word
boat doesn't hold the same connotation as for the sportsman. To the
wife and family "boat" conjures up
images of water skiing, family picnics, a large shiny inboard/ outboard
... capable of fabulous speeds ... or
even a sailboat, a Y-Flyer or an EScow . . . big enough for the whole
family ... Don't let yourself get carried away! As I said, the sportsman
has other ideas. First of all, forget
about your ideas of a big boat. To
him the ideal is a flat bottom boat
that's just big enough for him, a
buddy, and if hunting is in season,
his dog. ( And by this time I'm sure
I don't need to tell you that "Buddy"
is very seldom spelled "wife".) And as
for shiny ... Hah! You start with a
basic shade of army tank green and

digress from there. The motley assortment of colors is dabbled, dribbled
and splotched until his sadistic tendencies are satisfied . .. then a couple of armfuls of weeds, branches and
near-b'y moss should finish it off. The
finished product is intended to resemble a floating island ... ( Hopefully the ducks will b e near-sighted
and come close anyway.) If not ...
out he'll go to buy camouflage n etting, etc. etc. and no plants in the
vicinity will be safe. And as for being
capable of fabulous speeds ... "But
Honey, all that noise will scare the
fish! "
This brings us to another point.
·when he walks in from a duck hunt,
tired, bedraggled, and dirty, but grinning from ear to ear ... and pulls out
8

two grungy little masses of feathersDon't, I repeat, don't say "Good lord,
what is it?" Another good line to stay
away from is "Gee, I always thought
they were bigger!" Just smile, shove
the thoughts of how much those 2
ducks cost to the back of your mind,
kiss him on the cheek and say "Isn't
that nice, Honey!" and mentally shift
things around in the freezer so as to fit
in the two ducks somewhere between

the nine milk cartons of fish, two packages of dove, 15 packages of venison,
and vaiious other products of sports
fever that you've frozen and hoped he
had forgotten. It is also not a good
idea to grin, snicker, or giggle while
he is standing at the kitchen sink
picking the infinitesimal feathers out
of the three tiny doves that he spent
seven hours and a box of shells bagging. At times like these it is not a
very good idea to refer to him as "O
great white hunter!"
And about those "products of sports
fever that you had frozen and hoped
that he had forgotten." Don't you believe it! You may get by for a while
but sooner or later, after you have

innocently asked "What would you
like to have for dinner, Dear?" the
bright idea will hit and there you'll
be . . . digging in the freezer among
the ducks, venison and dove . . . In
our family we go along with the idea
of kill only what you are going to eat
... and eventually we do ... Now
there are some people who like a
wild or "gamy" taste, and if you're
one of those, more power to you!
However, if you happen to be like
me, your best bet is to find one of
his hunting buddies whose wife is in
the same boat you are and work out
a deal. That way, the two of you can
enjoy an excellent hamburger while
th e native boys gorge themselves on
products of nature . . . !
Just in case your man has a gun
rack, a note to the wise! In the process of dusting and polishing, resist

temptation ... don't dust the guns .. .
not b ecause they might accidentally
go off, but because he might go off
when he finds his nice "dust free"
guns all rusty since you polished all
the gun oil off!
Another no no . . . Don't throw
his water-proof hunting jacket in with
a load of wash and wear clothes to
"surprise" him with a clean jacket ...
You might also surprise him with a
wet hunting trip. And don't give him
a nice bright yellow cap with ear
muffs to replace his old faded and
worn hunting hat. He won't wear it
and some of th e things he'll say about
it might hurt your feelings. H e is very
attached to his hunting clothes ( so
attached that you can heardly get
him out of them as a matter of fact)
SO UTH CAROLINA WI LDLIFE

as you'll soon find out if you try to
throw anything away!
A major hazard in the life of a
sportsman's wife is his hunting and
fishing buddies. Not that they will
make passes at you or anything ( not
unless you happen to be wearing fins
or feathers), but as the wife of a
sportsman you are fair game for every
fish story ever told. When they first
meet you you will invariably hear . . .
"That's not the same girl you had out
there on the hunting trip last weekend," or words to that effect . . .
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difficult to carry on an intelligent conversation at 3:00 in the morning. For
your own peace of mind, don't give
a party the night b efore a hunting
trip, or you're liable to get some pretty
nasty calls from the neighbors complaining about the duck calls emanating from your kitchen windows.
And you might as well condition yourself to a ceaseless rehashing of each
trip. Hunting buddies are past masters at the game of comparisons. Eve1ything from size of fish to behavior
of wives is subj ect to much discussion.
Just don't let yourself b e hornswoggled with the old . . . "How come
other husbands can go hunting anytime they want to? ... Eddie's wife
never fuss es when he wants to
go . . ." Havin g checked with
Eddie's wife, I can safely say ... that
ain't so!
And getting back to differences of
opinion . . . Holidays-to you a wonderful opportunity to get the whole
family together. To him :
Labor day is right in the middle or at the b eginning of dove

Don't wony about the supposed girl
he had o~t there. In the first place,
if your husband looks anywhere near
like mine does on a hunting trip,
no woman in her right mind would
even look at him twice, much less be
seen with him! In the second place,
if he did have a girl with him he'd
never pay any attention to h er unless
she could retrieve for him!

Anoth er thing about a hunting
buddy . . . they all call each other
when they are getting up early to go
on a hunting trip, and guess who usually answers the phone. It's pretty
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season. Thanksgiving .equals really a great time for quail. New
Years is one of the last chances
he'll have to go duck hunting.
And on the 4th of July . . .
"Honey, you really don't want to
be on the road! Why don't we just
drive up to the lake and go fishing!
You'll do b est to get off to a good
start by clearly defining your position on certain things .. . such as: H e
catches or kills it, he cleans it! Get
reconciled to the fact that your favorite and sharpest kitchen knife will

also become his favorite for hunting
and for cleaning fish. And no-one
has ever figured out why h e has to
take the best frying pan on all overnight camping trips. By the same
token it is definitely not cricket for
you to take the brush from his gun
cleaning kit and use it to clean the
percolator.

Beware the time for trading in the
car b ecause if he is a real true
"brother of the hunt" every ch ance h e
gets he'll try to talk you into buying
a jeep , or a scout, or a "nice pick-up
truck." You might say "Fine . . . let
him drive it." But it doesn't work that
way . . . It'll be your car . . . Have
you ever driven the car pool in a
pick-up?! When it's raining?!!
Yes, I can honestly say it's a whole
new world.
And sometimes it takes a pretty
brave woman to face it. But you'll
make it if you practice a little tolerance, throw in some effort to understand his side of it, smile a lot, and
love him in spite of it all. And one
day your man will tum to you and
say "Honey, you're a pretty good
scout! Want to go fishing?" And that's
high praise indeed, coming from a
sportsman!

Books
MAMMALS OF NORTH AMERICA
by Robert T. Orr. Doubleday and C o.
N ew Yark, 1972. 250 pages. $9.95
Mammals of N orth America is the
first volume in a projected series of
books dealing with the animal life of
our continent. Authored by Robert
T. Orr, Chairman of the Dep artment
of Mammals and Birds at the California Academy of Sciences, it is a comprehensive, nontechnical guide to a
representative selection of mammal
species mostly occurring in the United
States and Canada, as well as adj acent
waters.
There have been numerous books
coverin g the habits and behavior of
North American mammals in the p ast,
and while these animals have not
changed their ways except in isolated
cases where they were forced to do so
by man, modem technology has generated a great deal of new information regarding life cycles and adaptations of many species. As Dr. Orr observes, "Mammalogy has ceased to
be a simple science based on field observations and specimens. Subjective
interpretation has been replaced by
objective methods and instrumentati on has become a necessity." The value of the p resent volume is that it
incorp9rates recent research into the
zoological literature available and understandable to the layman .
The book concentrates on information related to life cycles, range, markin gs, mating, feeding habits, migration, predation and current status of
every fa miliar and many little-known
North American species.
In addition, a fair amount of space
is given to the damage man and his
works have done, and are doin g, to
the anim al life under consideration,
especially to particularly threatened
species.
The book is illustrated with 124
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excellent photographs, with better
than half in color and many full-page.
The size and character of the illustrations extends the usefulness and entertainment value of the book to include a relatively young audience.
Assuming that the remaining volumes in the series prove to maintain
the quality of the first, it is an excellent beginning for a layman's zoological library.
BACKPACKING : ONE STEP AT A
TI ME by H arvey Manning. REI
Press, Seattle, 1972. 356 pages. $7.95
In response to the confinement and
stress of living in the super-civilized
twentieth century, more and more
people are hoisting packs and seeking
routes to the few pockets of wilderness that remain to us. And almost as
rare as solitary spots are good books
on backpacking. Fron~ the recent explosion of exploitative literature on
the subject, Harvey Manning's Backpacking: One Step at a Time emerges
to refute the myth that there is no
such creature.
His book contains as solid and substantial advice on wilderness hiking
as one can buy. Editor of Mou ntaineering: The Freedom of the Hills,
Manning concerns himself with a
straightforward presentation of technique and eq uipment th at is useful to
the experienced backpacker and tremendously helpful to the novice. The
book is published by Recreational
Equipment, Inc., well-known backpacking cooperative foun ded in 1938,
and the input from its experienced
staff enhances its authoritativeness.
The openin g section, "Off and Away
Onto the Trail", deals with b asic technique-how to walk, the essentials of
packing, and approaches to sleeping,
eating and non-human fellow creatures. The discussion of food pre-

paration is not as complete as it
might have been, but Manning is excellent on the selection of food appropriate for packing.
Mannin g appropriately devotes 220
pages to equipment, in recognition of
the priority that must be given to the
effi ciency of the backpacker's tools. It
would be difficult to find better advice
on the selection of packs, tents, cookware, sleeping bags and clothing.
Examples are somewhat heavy on
REI gear but, as Mannin g points out,
this is the equipment he has used extensively and knows well. He has not
neglected other quality brands and,
in discussin g specifications, includes
criteria appli cable to all backpacking
gear. A comprehensive section on setection and care of boots is likely the
b est compilation of information on
this vital matter -available.
The third part of the book, "Elaboratin g the Art", introduces route
findin g, rou gh-country and crosscountry travel, and original and valuable tips on backpacking with children from infancy onward. This
unique feature alone is worth the
price of the book to parents who have
given up or neglected wilderness
campin g as potential family recreation. So is the section on maps and
compasses for those who are mystified b y the art of findin g one's way.
Perh aps Manning's most valuable
contribution to backpacking literature
is hi s muckraking for ecology throughout hi s book. From beginning to end
he is concerned with the reduction
of impact by hikers on the wild places
they frequent. And he closes with
the observation th at it is not enough
to walk trails lightly : "To save the
wildern ess, each hiker must work for
zero population growth, minimum
consumption , and complete recycling
of resources."
Many readers of backpacking books
are spoiled b y the charm and poetry
of Colin Fletcher's definitive The Complete Wa lker. Backpacking: One Step
at a Time does not replace Fletcher,
b ut is the only book available that has
earned a place as a companion and
supplementary volume.
-Carol Speight
SO UTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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A GUIDE TO

Saltwater
Sport Fishing
IN SOUTH CAROLINA

CONTENTS
Introduction to Coastal Fishing in South
Carolina
Surf Fishing
Pier and Bridge Fishing
Coastal Fishing Piers

Inshore, Inlet and Sound Fishing
Coastal Boat Launching Ramps
Offshore Trolling and Bottom Fishing
Offshore Fishing Locations
Artifical Reefs
Artificial Reef Locations
Party Boat Fishing
S. C. Party Boat Centers
Shrimp, Crabs and Shellfishes
Summary of Saltwater Rules and
Regulations
Identification of Common S. C. Marine
Game Fishes
Basic Saltwater Tackle
Saltwater Baits and Lures Commonly Used
in S. C.
S. C. Record Saltwater Sport Fish
Information and Rules

S. C. Sportlishing Tournaments and Rodeos
Coastal Marinas and Facilities
Small Boat Rentals
State and Federal Parks and Campgrounds
in the Coastal Area
Commercial Campgrounds and Facilities
Saltwater Fishing Calendar
1973 Tide Tables, S. C. Coast
Marine Weather Information
How to Use the Charts
Index to Inshore Fishing Areas
Index to Offshore Trolling Areas
Index to Offshore Bottom Fishing Areas
Nautical Charts, South Carolina
Publications Relating to Nautical Charts
Boating Rules and Safety

The South Carolina Wildlife and Marine
Resources Department is proud to make
available to the public this excellent fullcolor "Guide to Saltwater Sport Fishing in
South Carolina."
The 120-page guide covers the spectrum
of fishing along our coast, from surf to
artificial reef, and includes maps, tackle
and bait suggestions, best seasons and an
extensive section devoted to color draw-

ings and descriptions of the game fish
found off South Carolina.
"A Guide to Saltwater Sport Fishing in
South Carolina" is available by mail for
$1.50, including postage and handling.
Send your check or money order with the
completed order form to "Saltwater Sport
Fishing Guide", P. 0. Box 167, Columbia,
S. C. 29202 or P. 0 . Box 12559, Charleston,
S . C. 29412.

Please send
copies of "A Guide to Saltwater Sport Fishing in
South Carolina" to:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
City_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_ _ _ _ _ _~ip _ _ _ __
Payment of $1.50 for each copy is enclosed.
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0 . C . Polk of Charleston hooks into a big one from the well-named boat
" Floppin' Flounder".
12

Dark, Reeting clouds, traces of yesterday's storm, raced over the salt
marsh ahead of two £shermen in their
open "whaler", headed up Shem Creek
at day's dawning to check their b ait
traps.
Zed "Boogie" White of Mt. Pleasant
and 0 . C. Polk from Charleston were
beginning their day of Rounder £shing.
As the last clouds disappeared before the summer sun's rays, White
and Polk were in one of their favorite
flounder catchin g spots around some
rocks near Sullivans Island and the
Isle of Palms. They wanted to go into
the harbor but the wind was blowin g
too hard so they went to the lee side
of the islands.
F lounder £shing with hook and line
is what it's all about; White and Polk
are very successful at this exciting
sport and are willing to share some
tips.
First of all, the best spots are
around rocks, with pier and bridge
pilings also providing good places for
flounder to lie in wait for the next
meal. According to these two young
men, these locations need to be open
to the ocean because feeding Rounder
do not seem to like a muddy bottom,
but sandy areas with rocks washed by
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE
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"Boog ie" White of Mt. Pleasant, casting,
advises that rocks and pier and bridge
pilings are the best spots fo r hook and
line flounder fishing .

the ocean's currents. Polk agreed they
had not caught many in the muddy
creeks near Charleston; however he
said that some are gigged in those
areas that have shell banks.
Flounder fishing with light spinning
tackle provides fishing pleasure in
spring, summer and fall, with the b est
daily times b eing three hours before
low tide and th e whole incoming tide.
White said, "Feeding flounder like
a current, and do not bite very well
when the water is still."
Bottom and float fishing are the
methods White and Polk used to
catch these "doormats" ( flounder
larger than seven pounds ) and both
methods require the same equipment.
Light spinning tackle is a must with
10-20 pound tes t line with a ;,;.-ounce
sliding egg sinker attached. Next is a

swivel with 12 to 18 inches of heavy
leader line with a 2/ 0 long-shank
wire hook on the end. Wire hooks
bend when hung-up on the bottom
rather than break the line, and the
long-shank hook protects the leader
from the flound er's sharp teeth.
This rig is played along the bottom
until a bite is felt. After sufficient time
h as passed for the flounder to fully
take the bait, the rod tip is pulled
back sharply to set the hook. Employing the fl oat method is done
merely by attaching a float to th e line
and setting it to allow the bait to
drift just off the bottom, b ecause
flounder usually lie camouflaged on
th e bottom.
The bait used depends on what you
can catch and, according to White
and Polk, large mud minnows and

White and Polk net a "doormat", th e
na me applied to any flounder weigh ing
more than seven pounds.
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A nice stringer of flo under attests to th e fact that flo under fish ing can
be fun and reward ing.

FILLETING FLOUNDER

An excellent food fish, the flounder
has white, firm , delicately flavored
meat. The only drawback is that it
has numerous bones. After small
flounders are cooked, most of their
bones can be removed with a fork
durin g eating. L a r g e r specimens
should be filleted.
The fish should be placed, eye side
up , on a cutting board. The first cut
is made just behind the gill cover and
at right angles to the long axis of the
fish through to the spine. A second cut
is made from the tail to the head,
close to the fin and in at an angle.
This lengthwise incision is deepened
carefully to avoid gouging meat from
the fillet. The fillet is lifted and cut
away from the fish , working from the
head back. Then the fillet is skinned
by placing the fillet with its skin side
down, held by the tail end and cutting
the meat free by working as close to
the skin as possible.
VOL. 20, NO. 4-JULY-AUGUST, 1973

POACHED FLOUNDER
McClane's Standard Fishing Encyclopedia offers this excellent recipe
for flounder:
In a buttered individual casserole
poach a fillet of flounder in Ji cup
white wine with two tablespoons of
water, two teaspoons finely chopped
shallot, one tablespoon lemon juice,
one sliced mushroom cap, Ji teaspoon
salt, and a pinch of tarragon for twelve
minutes. Remove the fillet to a heated
serving plate, and thicken the liquid
remainin g in the casserole with one
teaspoon butter kneaded with a scant
)~ teaspoon flour. Bring the sauce to a
boil, and add two tablespoons hot
li ght cream and one beaten egg yolk.
Mix well, and spoon the sauce over the
fi sh. Garnish the dish with truffie
slices.
BAKED CREAM FILLETS
( from The South Carolina Coo kbook )
Cut two pounds of fillets into servin g pieces. Place in greased, shallow
baking dish. Sprinkle with ¼ teaspoon

numerous baby fish are good, but
small finger mullet are the most natural bait for flounder ,vith the bes t
catches with this bait being made in
September and October.
The "best bet" from both of these
fi shermen is "use live, good bait," and
the bes t way to insure this is to catch
your own in small creeks using a cast
net for mullet, and a small wire trap
for mud minnows.
White said, "Some people use cane
poles with the same bait, and jig
around the edges of rocks, and have
pretty good luck. They ( flounder ) lie
on flat rocks and jump right out of
the water after sc h o o 1 s of. finger
mullet."
Flounder fishing can be fun and
grea tly rewarding, as demonstrated
by these two fish ermen . Flounder
are not only goo d to eat, they provide fishing fun almost year-round,
an d there is always the element of
s urpris e because while fishin g for
flound er, many other desirable species of fish such as speckled trout and
spottail bass may be caught.

salt, ¼ teaspoon paprika, the juice of
one lemon and p epper. Make a white
sauce of two tablespoons butter, two
tablespoons flour, one tablespoon dry
mustard and on e cup of milk. Pour
over fill ets. Sprinkle with ½ cup buttered bread crumbs and one tablespoon minced parsley. Bake in 350°
oven for 35 minutes. Serves six.
CURR IED FILLETS AMANDINE
( from Carolina Cuisine)
Combine ½ cup flour, two teaspoons
curry powder an d ¼ teaspoon salt.
Roll on e pound of fillets in mixture,
coating thorou ghly. Heat ½ cup butter in large skillet. Add fillets and cook
over moderate heat until browned
( abou t four minutes) . Turn and
brown other side, cooking until fish
flakes easily with fork. Remove to
heated platter. To butter remainin g
in pan, add ½ cup chopped almon ds
and stir over moderate heat until
browned . Pour over fi sh. Serve with
chutney.
15
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River of White Sands
and Golden Fish
by John Davis

Flowing over sand-£lled b eds and
stained by acids from cypress
swamps, clear dark waters are not
uncommon to South Carolina's
coastal plains. But a trip upon Black
River soon discredits any explanations that the river's n ame is
merely descriptive of its coloration.
At £rst glance the waters of the
Black seem still and lazy, but this too
is a deception. Closer examination
reveals a silent swirling toward
an unseen goal.
The river herself is a lady of
mystery . Lush foliage shadows h er
twisting banks with varied hues of
green and brown, broken only by
the occasional brilliance of wild lilies
and other swamp flowers. Tied to the
swamp floor with twisting vines of
scuppernong and smilax, giant oak and
pine mingle with pregnant cypress,
willow and tupelo to form the river
swamp's upper-story vegetation.
Ever-presen t Spanish moss transforms ancient trees into b earded
giants guarding th e pristine beauty
of their beloved river.
Momentarily the Black lies calm in
lon g, deep pools. Then struggling
for n ew life as the foliage closes in
to choke her movement, she twists
and boils to finally escape the jealous
forest in a rage of foam. ·weary
from her labors the river again lies
calm.
A part of the Pee Dee drainage
system, th e Black b egins just southwest of Bishopville and continues
southward past St. Charles an d
Mayesville, crossing Interstate 95 and
U. S. 301 near th e town of Sardinia.
The growing waters are joined above
state highway 261 by the Pocotaligo
River to continue south past Kingstree and Andrews toward their
merging with the Pee D ees b efore
enterin g \iVinyah Bay at Georgetown.
Access to the river's inland sections is limited almost entirely to
private landings an d highway crossings. Jon boats or the prevalent oneman boats provide the best means
of travel on th e river above Andrews.
Nearer the coast, above the Black's
union with the Pee D ees, three pubVOL. 20, NO. 4-JULY-AUGU ST, 1973

The Black River is renown e d for its redbreasts
which provide great sport
and fine eating.

Photos by Billy DuRant

Stained by acids from cypress swamps, the dark waters of the Black River
flow over sand bars and past mysterious banks.
17

lie landings provide easy access
to varied types of vessels.
Just above the junction of the Pocataligo lies Brewington Lake. This
small widening of the river is crossed
midway by an old wooden bridge
giving local fishermen without boats
access to the dark waters.
The inland part of the river is famous for its excellent spring and summer redbreast and bluegill fishing.
Spring finds the redbreast seeking
the slow moving, sandy bottomed
lakes off the river's main channel. In
these quiet waters the fish act out
their bedding ritual and the angler
who finds them quickly fills his
stringer. Local residents refer to these
succulent fighters as redbellies b ecause of the fiery orange-red coloring
of the fish's underside from gills to
vent.
During other times of the year, redbreast prefer the swift river currents.
Occasional abandoned tangles of line
offer mute testimony to the fish's
ability at hanging an angler's rig
among the many fallen treetops, logs
and stumps. When properly presented , earthworms, catalpa worms
and crickets bring forth the fury of
the golden fish. Small Mepps and
Panther Martin spinner b aits are also
capable of inducing strikes.
Unlike many other species, redbreast show no hesitation after once
deciding to take the bait. The bobber
shoots b eneath the opaque waters as
the fish begins its series of frantic
sideways runs and boiling swirls.
The Black offers other gamefish
species such as the largemouth and
warmouth bream. Largemouth angling is often done in the traditional
Southern manner of jigger pole fishin g. A homemade bait of hooks, cloth
or pork rind and p erhaps a spinner
or two is jigged or splashed along the
water's surface amid snags and stumps
until a pugnacious largemouth slams
down on the noisy lure.
Yellow perch, catfish and the primitive bowfin are also plentiful. Nearer
the coast spring blesses the river with
large numbers of American shad.
Throughout much of the year the
river's path is strewn with snowy
18
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A part of the Pee Dee drainage system, the Black begins near Bishopville and merges with the Pee Dees below Andrews before entering
Winyah Bay at Georgetown.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Black River swamp teems with wildlife. Turtles and their reptilian cousins, gators and
water snakes, are often seen
splashing from their sunning spots as one approaches .

bars and spits of sand, inviting the
weary river traveler to stop and rest
before following the shimmerin g lady
in her gliding toward the sea. Campers may wish to set up on these sandbars unless they have permission from
the private landowner to use a river
bluff.
The river seems alive and indeed is,
for Black River swamp teems with
wildlife.
Iridescent green dragonflie s hover
and dart in pursuit of smaller insect
prey while b elow a flotilla of waterbugs drifts among tendrils of Spanish
moss trailing in the current. A puff
of spring breeze sends miniature
willow seed parachute s wafting over
the river.
Cardinals, w r e n s, prothonota ry
warblers and buntings are but a sampling of the songbirds frequentin g
Black River Swamp. Winter sends
flights of greenhead s, teal and black
VOL. 20, NO. 4--JULY-AUGUST, 1973

ducks to the sheltered lakes off the
main river channel. Whistling wood
ducks are year-round inhabitant s.
The river is also the lair of the reptile and the sight of a large gator
splashing from his sunning spot is not
uncommon . The menacing cottonmouth moccasin and his harmless
cousin the water snake also abound
on the river, but are no real threat
to the cautious visitor.
Other predators such as the hawk,
fox and bobcat make th e river swamp
their home, though the latter is seldom seen. Human hunters know the
rabbit, squirrel, raccoon, deer and
wild hog of Black River Swamp.
The river's wild hogs, like others in
South Carolina, may have come from
stock released to feed in the swamp
in the days of the river planter.
The 18th and 19th centuries w ere
years of prosperity fo r the planters on

the coastal stretches of the river near
Georgetow n. First indigo, then rice
was planted along the brackish w aters. Black River planters, like their
associates on the Palmetto State's
other coastal rivers, were among the
the wealthiest and most influential
men of their time.
Gates and dikes from lon g dead
rice fields are still visible on the river
and the mystical b eauty of mansions
such as Black River House, Chicora
Wood and Arundel are kept alive
through p reserva tion and restoration
of the planters' homes.
The river has flowed long b efore
this time. She has seen man's glory
and shared his sorrow. Unstained b y
man's hand, the Black still glides in
serpentine coils through lush sw amp
created and sustained by h er own
being, her wonders displayed for our
enjoyment.
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" Just off 1-26 there was an old schoolhouse soon to fall
victim to progress and its attendant bulldozers. I had plundered around inside, fascinated by ancient schoolbooks and
furniture, and been attracted to the building's weathervane.
Knowing that it was about to be torn down, I decided to
bring my ladder over and take it down myself at the earliest
opportunity. Unfortunately that was a February day when ice
covered the ground and the steep tin roof. Once on top I
found that I couldn't descend an inch without sliding uncontrollably, so I sat, listening to the traffic pass on the interstate and feeling like a fool. Finally I decided to take a
chance on the ladder's stopping me and just let go. So did
the ladder, carrying me over in a perfect arc that ended
about 25 feet away. I got up unscathed and painted the
schoolhouse the next day."
Robert Mills' approach to his work is as direct as his
approach to weathervanes. The delicacy that many of his
paintings convey is not the result of timidity. "A big white
sheet of paper is a formidable thing. I have to dive right in,
to the extent that I'm not conscious of technique or time or
the energy I'm expending."
This is possible, of course, only for an artist who knows
his medium thoroughly, and Mills feels that it is particularly
true of watercolors. "Watercolors require immediacy and
enthusiasm in order for the artist not to feel hindered by the
medium, because he can't go back a week later to scrape
away or cover up. Painting is a performance I have to be
psyched up for ."
Another aspect of his work that Mills feels strongly
about is knowledge of his subject. "A proficient artist can
draw anything, but feeling comes from familiarity.
(Continued on page 27)
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The following Robert Mill s paintings will be available
soon as limited edition (1,000 each) signed and
numbered prints: After Winter, $30.00 ( I 41h " x 17"),
Beached, $45.00 (27" x 19"), Dory, $50.00 (28" x 17"),
Off 26, $50.00 (29" x 18"), Steam Jenny, $40.00 (23" x 15"),
and M orning Light, $30.00 ( I 91h" x 13").
Order from: Robert Mills Prints
Th e R. L. Bryan Company,
Greystone Executive Park,
Columbia, S. C.

SCENES
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SANTEE MORNING

SANTEE MORNI NG
I go of ten to Santee with a fishing
friend, but the main attraction for
me isn't the fish. An empty stringer
isn't a disapp ointment because there's
a visual experience around every
bend. Early one morning we drifted
into a backwater that must have been
part of a refu ge-thousands of ducks
fiew up before the boat as we moved
in. Just being there was more than
enough reward for me, fish or no fish .

FOX
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FOX
Someone asked me why I happened to paint a picture of a f ox. Why,
indeed, does the artist paint any particular thing? I told them that I
was sketching up at L ittle M ountain
after a snow and this little red .fox
came trotting by . I called to him:
H ey, Mr . Fox, I'd like to paint your
picture . . .
SOUTH CAROLIN A WILDLIFE

R ED BARN

RED BA R N
This old barn is for me a touching
sign of the passage of time. I t's part
of an old place at L ake Murray that
was once so beautifully kept it was a
pleasure to pass. The old fisherman
who lived there died a few years back
and since then the barn's looked like
it was rotting slowly from the ground
up.

MORNI NG LIGHT
A friend persuaded m e to go
hunting f or the first time in my life
by ext olling the beauties of the Sumter Nati onal Forest. I was left waiting f or deer in the most severe cold
I'd ever experienced-frost form ed
on my boots and I was so still that
little birds fiew and settled all around
m e, taking me for the frozen log I
felt like, praying for the warmth and
reassurance of the first light.
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AFTER W I NTER

DORY

S TE A M J ENNY

I mwt have passed these boots hundreds of times before I saw thern as
potential subject matter. T /zings don't
always speak to you visually and one
day light or some other quality lets them
hit you right between the eyes and y ou
u·onder why in the world you haven't
"seen" them bef ore. T lzese muddied
boots evoked memories of countless experiences that had occurred i1t the wem·fog of theni, capturing f or me tlie quality of a whole season.

M onhegan Island, M aine is home f or
perhaps ten families of lobster fisher men. Isolated fr om the mainland save
f or the visits of the mailboat, it effects
a kind of life that seems quite removed
fr om the m odern world. T he still1tess
is broken only by the most incredibly
l oud blasts of the foghorn, to which the
1·esidents are ap parently immune . T he
sturdiness of the typical N orth A tlantic
dory is a quality shared by the seagoing
people u•ho use it.

I f ound this old steam boiler stuck u p
in the woods, companion to a steam concrete mixer. I ts rusting hulk was so reminiscent of times gone by , and days of
hard work and accomplishment, that it
seemed to me to S'ymbolize an entire era
of our histo1·y, now gone out to pasture.
I think that tl,e best work an artist does
is with subjects he can involve himself
with emotionally-this old steam jenny
was meaningful to me in that way as
well as aestlzetica!!y.
SOUTH CAROLIN A WILDLIFE
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Robert Mills
(Continued from page 20)

Art is more- than experiment ing with light and
colo r-it is a form of communi cat ion, and an artist
can best convey the
bea uty a nd meaning of
the th ings he lives with,
wh ethe r his subject is an
old pair of boots or a
winter land sca pe."
Mi lls grew up in South
Carolin a and is close, to
the scenes he paints. He
characteri sti cally attributes his success in art to
hi s longtime association
with his subject and art
itself. " I mu st have been
fou r or five when I began.
My mother got a big kick
out of my drawi ng a nimals
I'd neve r see n from her
descripti ons."
Since then Mill s' paintings ha ve appea red in art
s h o w s t hro ughou t the
United States. He is listed
in Who' s Who in America n Art a nd his work is
represented in numerou s
private coll ection s.
" One of the th ings I
de pend on most is awareness of nature. I think that
rea listi c artists tend to be
mi ndful of ecology beca use of the attention
t hey give to seemin gly
insig nifica nt detail s."
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BEACH E D
E arly one m ornin g at H ilton
H ead I spotted a shrimp boat that
had run a ground on a bar durin g the
night. The crew was feverishly tryin g to recover anythin g salva geable
bef ore the tide came back in. I was so
engrossed in sketching the boat from
every angle that the water came up
between the bar and the beach bef ore
I noticed. I t was a long and soaking
run to shore . . .

BEACHED
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eonpazee Swamp
"o'l SenJe o/ Utgencg"
by Bob Campbell and
Sally Hopkins
Photos by Larry Cameron

Forty miles down the winding Congaree River from Columbia is a place
that must be seen to b e believed .
It is Congaree Swamp, the home of trees that seem almost to touch the
sky, of bird life p erhaps more varied than that of any other place in the
Southeast and a spot where man can Rnd solitude.
From the air the swamp's great trees and its density give it the appearance of a tropical rain forest, as the taller, vine-shrouded trees protrude
through the thick foliage of lesser specimens. Bordered by cultivated areas on
each side, the swamp looks from the air like a vast river of flowing vegetation.
Upon entering the swamp the visitor realizes immediately that he has
entered the domain of the song bird. Myriad calls of warblers, wrens, cuckoos, chickadees, buntings and many others envelope the attentive listener.

Congaree Swamp provides rich habitat for countless species of plants and
animals. Lush spring and summer growth are remin iscent of a trop ical rain
forest .

Cypress and lob lolly pines in Congaree Swamp approach world record
cumferences a nd e as ily e xceed world reco rd heights for those species.
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One is ever conscious of the animal
life that teems in the swamp because
it sin gs, hums and trills in a variety
of tones and tunes. But spotting the
sources of these melodies is difficult
due to the scant size of most of the
birds and the density of their habitat .
One also enters the domain of the
mosquito, a constant companion of
the swamp visitor.
Signs of deer, raccoon, mink, squirrel, opossum and other mammals are
mu ch in evidence around the swamp's
many quiet "gut" pools. Snakes and
lizards can b e spotted if the visitor
has a quick eye. Surprisingly, the
swamp seems to be relatively free of
poisonous s n a k e s, but poisonous
plants-ivy and oak-are thick.
Tracks in the mud conjure up
thoughts of their creators. H ere a
deer drank the clear water from a
pool, leaving its story behind in the
mire. A procession of raccoon tracks
leads the imagination on a nocturnal
adventure. Danger may have b een
close by for Mr. Raccoon, but scattered remains show that this story
ended with a crayfish meal. Most of
the swamp's four-legged creatures
could be ca talogued by studying the
records left in these mud pools.
No rusty cans, mud-filled bottles,
paper or trash pollute the swamp's
purity even along its extensive network of creek courses. Its cleanliness
is strikin g and frank testimony to the
absence of human crowds.
However, there is an unanswered
question looming over the swamp
like a thunder cloud. Will Congaree
Swamp 'with its giant trees, flourishing animal life and wildness b e left
in its present form for South Carolina's future generations? Congaree
Swamp seems destined to be detroyed if timber interests have their
way. But the swamp could b ecome
one of the state's living monuments
to its environmental heritage if conservationists prevail.
If the people of South Carolina
were obliged to choose one of the
state's ecosystems to stand for eternity as a monument to our natural
heritage, our swamps would neces30

garee Swamp is within one day's
drive of 1.5 million persons. "This
magnificent forest swamp is at once
and accessible," the report
remote
South Carolina is blessed with a
variety of ecosystems recognized for stated.
The Service strongly proposed then
their b eauty and biological diversity.
the swamp b e incorporated into
that
They run the geographical spectrum
Park System because of
National
the
from quiet mountain meadows and
significant features."
"nationally
its
streams in the western part of our
for the n ew addiname
proposed
The
state to the vital marsh life along our
Swamp NaCongaree
be
would
tion
rich and extensive coast. Our lowal Monument.
tion
country is characterized by lush vegeThe words "a sense of urgency" in
tation, fertile blackwater rivers and
Park Service report were well
the
dense teeming swamps.
chosen; today the swamp remains in
Fed by a vast network of rivers
the h ands of commercial timber interand streams, South Carolina's swamps
ests which apparently have very little
have emerged today as the last holdregard for the conservation of th e naout of the wildness our ancestors tural values of the Congaree Swamp.
encountered when they first came to
The Park Service report stated in
Palmetto State soil to settle. These
part : "The swamp-like flood plain
remnants of pristine South Carolina
with visible former river courses reshould certainly have our highest conflected clearly in its topographic and
servation priorities.
vegetative patterns emphasizes the reToday the state's swamps serve as lationship of the geology and the
reservoirs of life among man's de- biology of the area and is truly a revelopments which tend to retard all markable ecological story deserving
but the hardiest of life forms. It is in protection by the N a t i o n a I Park
these swamps that several endan- Service.
gered species such as the American
"A sense of urgency to acquire this
alligator, the Southern Bald Eagle, area exists if intrinsic values are to b e
osprey, Bachman's warbler and per- protected in light of known proposals
haps the Ivory-billed woodpecker to improve the navigability of the
make what could be their last homes. Con garee River and the ever-threatenSwamps are also havens for people- ing possibility of extensive logging
places where many find a temporary activities.
"It goes without saying," the report
respite from the clamor of modern
"that these adverse actions,
continues,
existence. In the deep, quiet recesses
would destroy the
through,
carried
if
of a swamp man can seek the tranfeatures of Consignificant
nationally
quility th at nature inspires in the
Swamp."
garee
receptive visitor.
Congaree Swamp is a function of its
Four Holes Swamp near Holly Hill
the restless C on g a r e e
progenitor,
and the Santee Swamp in upper Lake
Service investigators rePark
River.
Marion have b ecome well-known to
river as "both the arthe
cognized
the public in the last several years.
chitect and maintainer" of the swamp.
Their future seems more promising
But they also recognized that the
now; it looks as if these two swamps
river could just as effectively b e the
will be preserved for posterity. But
swamp's executioner. An artificial rise
Congaree Swamp, one of the most
in the river's water level would doom
representative and magnificent of the swamp and its trees.
South Carolina's swamps, is littleIn its natural role the Congaree
known to the general public and it River receives and transports heavy
is in eminent danger of being de- loads of fer tile silt generated by upstroyed.
country erosion. The river leaves a
comstudy
wholesome deposit behind during its
A National Park Service
pleted in 1962 reports that the Con- struggle to carry this load. Its plain is
sarily be among the first choices and
Congaree Swamp would stand out as
a top candidate for the honor.
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This aerial photograph of Congaree Swamp gives some indication of the
density of the vegetation bordering the river that nurtures it.

three miles wide in places and intErlaced with ab andoned b eds or
"guts" where it once toiled b efore
shiftin g to easier courses. F rom this
fer tile plain evolved the lush Congaree Swamp which h as spawned some
of the largest trees and most varied
bird life in the Southeast.
The Park Service noted that the
fo rest found within the Congaree
Swamp was in a near virgin state, unlike almost all other forests in the
Southeas t. "This magnificent forest of
'specimen' trees is a rare remnant of
what was typical of Southern river
b ottom lands," observed the Park
Service investigators. It is in this quality, they pointed out, th at the value of
this swamp lies.
In short, this accessible, representative swamp offers a fine opportunity
for great numbers of people to view
an area that has remained virtually untouched since settlement times. Or as
H arry R. E. H ampton, Columbia native and longtime proponent for the
swamp's preservation, stated, "before
white people came along and messed
it up ."
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VVriting in the State newspaper in
1963, Hamp ton said that the timber
in the Congaree Swamp h ad not b een
cut "except p artially fo r cypress in
190.5." But in a recent interview with
South Carolina W ildlife, he reported
that th e swamp was b eing cut and
about 3,700,000 b oard fee t had b een
takrn out of the swamp's midsection.
D espite the 1905 cutting, H ampton
wrote in the State, "Some specimens
remain th at are seven feet in diameter." H e added, "The area also contains massive sweetgums, Southern
red oaks, swamp white oaks, willow
oaks, American holly and loblolly
~ in e."

These trees, h e continued, "approach world record circumferences
and far exceed world record height.
The 21-fo ot cypress of the swamp towers to a height of 160 feet, while the
record for the sp ecies is 39 fee t, 8
in ches in circumfe rence but only 122
feet, 6 in ches tall. A loblolly p ine measures 15 feet, 2 inches and is 145 feet
high against the record tree of 16 feet,
6 inches by 128 feet."
The valuable life forms in Congaree

Swamp are not confined to the plant
kingdom.
South Carolina is proud of its restored wild turkey population and the
swamp provides excellent habitat for
these crafty game birds. H ampton
likes to tell stories of his many ill-fated
turkey hunting exp eriences in the
swamp and he exudes respect for the
gamely bird. Quoting again from his
1963 article in the State, there are in
th e swamp "several flocks of n ative
Eastern wild turkeys of exceptional
wild and w ary dispositions that range
the towering forest and sleep in its
trees."
H ampton says since h e wrote this
many more turkeys have b een· stocked
into th e swamp by the Cedar Creek
Hunt Club which leases the swamp's
hunting rights.
Woodpeckers and their signs are
numerous in the swamp. A common
sound during the stillness of late evening is the drumming of a distant
woodpecker b eating out a staccato
message.
Only the inexpert listener would
sp eculate th at th ese drummings were
those of th e now fa mous Santee Ivorybilled woodpecker. Surely it is the
spunky Pileated, often mistaken for
its look-alike, the Ivory-billed. Congaree Swamp is not in short supply of
Pileateds; th ey are often the first birds
to greet a visitor to the swamp. However, the Ivory-billed is thought to
occur in the swamp by at least one
expert.
John D ennis, a free-lance ornithologist from Princess Anne, Maryland,
h as visited the swamp on several occasions and has written a detailed report of wh at h e observed after two
months work in 1966.
Amon g his findin gs in his report
titled, "A Preliminary Report on the
Woody Plants, Birds, and Mammals of
the Con garee Swamp, South Carolina," he listed 39 summer bird residents, 45 p ermanent residents, 22 winter visitors and 12 spring migrant
species. This totals 118 species of birds
that can b e found in the swamp at different times throughout the year.
D ennis also writes of the Ivorybilled in his report: "It does seem
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Raccoons find excellent habitat and
abundant food in Congaree Swamp.

The yellow-fringe d orchid is one of
many beautiful wildflowers in the swamp.

Dragonflies seem to be outnumbered only
by mosquitoes among swamp insects.
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likely that the bird wanders into this
part of the swamp and this view was
strengthene d by a highly probable
aerial sighting by myself of a bird in
Hight about a mile south of the main
clubhouse on January 31 ( 1966) ."
Although Dennis admitted that his
observations were not in the eastern
part of the swamp where the Ivorybilled would most likely be found, he
reported, "At least four observers have
supplied very convincing reports. Observations have not been just large
woodpecker s with lots of white but
the observers have noted distinguishing characters such as the large white
bill, or the black crest of the female."
Harry Hampton served as an invaluable aid to John Dennis during his
visits to the swamp and to many others
who have expressed an interest in it.
Hampton has been a major force behind the movement to save the swamp.
He initiated an organization called the
Biedler Forest Preservation Association in 1961 "after six years of effort."
The organization is now "in hybernation", Hampton reports and apparently never was able to accomplish its
objectives because of a general lack of
support and the stubbornnes s of its
opponents.
Hampton is as tall, stately and dignified as the trees in the swamp he loves
so well. A visit with him is a visit to
the swamp by proxy. He is the perfect
human counterpart for the swamp in
character and disposition.
His seemingly overbearing stature
is refuted by a comfortable modesty
which immediately puts a visitor at
ease. Characterist ic of the rooted sandlapper gently, Hampton spoke articulately in a quiet drawl heavily laced
with accentuation s. Most of his conversation was punctuated with a
bright, quick laugh which caused his
fri endly eyes to light up with amusement.
Hampton is not as young as he once
was and a heart condition curtails his
trips into the swamp. But in talking to
him it becomes apparent that the
swamp has become an integral part of
his life. South Carolina Wildlife recently interviewed Hampton in his
rustic plantation home near Columbia.

SCW-Who owns or controls the
swamp ?
HAMPTON -It's owned by the
Santee River Cypress Lumber Company, a holding company wholly
owned by the Beidler family of Chicago, as I understand it. They naturally became antagonized by the
fact that 60,000 or 65,000 acres of their
best timber lands were condemned, at
token prices, for the Santee-Coop er
( S. C. Public Service Authority) development. Their holdings were
bought as investments, and, no doubt,
they feel they are entitled to legitimate returns. I am told Mr. Beidler
is a reasonable and upstanding citizen, but my contacts have been
through the business manager, and noone has been in a position to make an
offer for the property, or part of it.
SCW-How much land is involved?
HAMPTON -I don't think anybody
knows really. About 17,000 acres seems
to be kind of a medium figure on it.
The Park Service would like to add
two or three thousand acres more to
it from surrounding holdings, you see,
and square it off with the river.
SCW-Wha t would be the minimum number of acres that would do
any good?
HAMPTON -Any amount would
be better than nothing. In fact,
on e of the Beidlers did say something to the effect that he wouldn't
mind dedicating a couple of thousand
acres when he was down here once.
Somebody said that the Ivory-billed
requires a couple thousand acres.
SCW-Since their 1962 report, how
does the National Park Service view
the swamp today?
HAMPTON -The Park Servic e
wants it but can't buy it. I wrote the
Nature Conservancy, I think it was,
and told them I thought it was a
representati ve piece of property and
ought to be preserved. They said,
"That's fine, but we don't have any
money."
SCW-Wha t is the status of the
swamp today?
HAMPTON -It's being cut. They've
already cut about 3,700,000 board
feet in the middle of it which is kind
of improvemen t cut. There's also a
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

work because all the game would
run into the sanctuary to avoid the
hunters. My present idea is to have
a game management' area such as
they have in Francis Marion. It's
pretty good for game as it is now
without management.
SCW-What about potential users
other than hunters ?
HAMPTON-If I was to manage
the place, I'd clean out the "guts"
that run all through the swamp. If a
little bit of work was done to clean
those places out so that water would
stand in them, enough to float a little
shallow boat and let visitors go
through that way-they covld go
quietly. If a d eer's drinking, why th ey
would see 'em instead of going
thromping through there not seeing
anything. These birdwatchers tickle
me, they go through the swamp yammering away and wonder why they
don't see anything. I guess I'm inHarry R. E. Hampton is a longtime propo nent for the prese rvation of Congaree Swamp. He recogn izes th e swamp as an
flicted with that weakness sometimes
irreplaceable ha ven for plants, wildl ife-and human beings.
myself.
SCW-Take away the hunting and
lot of good trees, but the area down When you stop p eople from havin g fishin g, what about the swamp would
there doesn't look, just p a s s i n g fun that's when they get mad . Rock- be left for you personally?
through, mallihacked, if you know fish- that's the b est drawing card
HAMPTON-I just like to look at
what I mean. Then I understand we've got right now.
those big trees.
they're cutting another section up in
SCW-What opinion does the
H i s t o r i c a 1 figures like Francis
the northern end. One of the boys Cedar Creek Hunt Club have regard- Marion have also taken note of the
from the Audubon Society told me ing the swamp's preservation ?
immense size of South Carolina's
that recently. So I don't know what
HAMPTON-Naturally, th ey want swamp trees. He mentioned them in
they're going to do. I think the idea a place to hunt and fish . So do I. his journal: "I look at the venerable
is to jump around and cut some of it Such areas are at a premium. It is trees around me and I know that I
every year.
not a close-knit group, and see one must not dishonor them." It could
SCW-What are some other prob- another only now and then. I know well have been the Congaree to
lems the swamp faces?
a couple of the members are good which he was referring.
HAMPTON-Another thing we've amateur naturalists and conservationDishonor will surely b e done to the
been fighting is river navigation . ists, but have not sounded the mem- trees of Congaree Swamp if the lumThey want to put low dams all along b ers out on the preservation subject. b er interests are allowed to have their
the river. That will of course raise On e memb er did volunteer th e ob- way. But dishonor will also b e done
the water table in the swamp and the jection that the government would to every citizen of South Carolina if
whole forest type would change. Now cut roads through the place like a this unique area is lost. Not only will
that's b een proved up on the Cape checkerboard, yet some members a magnificent swamp be gone forever
Fear River in North Carolina, I've have put in a good many jeep trails -so will part of our heritage. We
been told by foresters. It's just ruined themselves.
urge the owners to rethink their prith e swamps up there, there's not any
SCW- If you had control of the orities and not destroy a vital part of
qu estion about that.
swamp what would you do in the our environment.
SCW-This idea isn't very power- way of management?
W e also invite them to respond to
ful now, is it?
this
article and the people of South
HAMPTON-First I had the idea
HAMPTON-It's b een kind of of a game management area and Carolina in the hope th at new avesquelched for now. The b est pull sanctuary combined. But I got to nues might be opened which will
we've got on that is the rockfish. thinking and decided that wouldn't ultimately save Congaree Swamp.
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First of two articles on a cor~ problem
of the environmental crisis in South Carolina
by Pat Robertson
Ecology, en e r g y cns1s, urban
sprawl, land use management, fish
kills, pesticide poisoning, biodegradable garbage, effiuent, pollution, air
quality, protein crisis, solid waste,
smog, housing boom, economic expansion, population explosion.
All of these words and phrases are
fairly new in the popular vocabulary,
but all are fast becoming facile terminology for most South Carolinians.
For the Palmetto State stands on the
34

brink of a crisis in the quality of life
its citizens en joy.
The 1970 Census showed the state
with 2,590,516 people. An intercensal
population estimate made by the Division of Research and Statistical
Services for the State Budget and
Control Board last year showed the
state's population had grown to
2,665,000, an increase of nearly 75,000
in only 27 months.
One only has to drive along the

interstate highways near Columbia,
Charleston, or Greenville-Spartanburg
to know that the state is in the middle
of a great economic-population boom.
Look at the scores of new subdivisions and apartm ent complexes built
almost door-to-door around city perimeters. Booming business means more
money and more people; more people
mean more housing and more recreational demands; and the state's natural resources begin to show the
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

strain of these in creased burdens.
Fortunately, the state's environmental prospects are not as gloomy as
some ecological prophets of doom
would lead one to b elieve. But th e
crisis is real. It is urgent. And, at last,
things are being done.
Rivers that once stank with ch emical wastes from industries and hum an
fecal matter now run clearer than they
have in years, on ce more supporting
fish · populations. Now, more often
than not, the polluter - industri al,
municipal, or private-is caught b efore he can pollute. F ederal and state
regulation s are b e in g enforced to
maintain a livable environment. And
the state is beginnin g to move toward
seeking ways to best use and protect
our resources for future generation s.
Representative A 1 ex Sanders, D Richland, environmental spokesman
and legislative a d v o ca t e, sees the
state's ecology as already being in a
crisis stage. Dr. John i\!Iark D ean,
professor of biology at th e University
of South Carolina and Conservation
Educator of th e Year in the state in
1972, is angry when he hears of plans
to cu t down the huge oak and cypress
trees in th e lowcountry swamps. Governor John C. W est has appointed Lt.
Gov. Earle E. Morris chairman of a
Special Study Committee on Land
Policy. Gene Bowles, staff assistant for
the committee, sees the problem as
one of accounting - "W e've got to
properly plan the use of all of our
resources."
They all agree, as do others concern ed with resources, population and
economy, that planning is th e key.
"We can have economic growth and
a quality environment," says Bowles.
But h e warns, "It can't b e h aph azard .
W e must avoid taxing our resources
to the point that th ey cannot withstand the pressures."
South Carolina, like the res t of the
United States-and th e rest of the
world, for that matter-has g r o w n
steadily in population since its beginnin g.
In 1708, when South Carolina was
still largely a wild frontier, Governor
Nathaniel Johnson reported 3,980 men
able to b ear arms among the Indians
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who traded with the colony. Several
years later th e white p opulation of
the colony was estimated at 6,000,
with a little more than 6,000 Indians
living within 200 miles of Charleston .
Permanent settlement of th e colony by
the white man had begun only 40
years earlier.
These first inh abitan ts, other th an
Indians, of what was to b ecome the
State of South Carolin a, imm ediately
found good profit in the natural resources of the state. Little care was
given to preservation, a traditional
attitude that has prevailed until recen t years when th e resources of the
state began to show th e w ear of over
two centuries of exploitati on.
An d, as trade and exploration expanded, so did the population, and
th e white man began to move stead ily
inland to es tablish his h ome. By 1790
when the first F ederal Census was
made, South Carolin a had 249,073
people with a population density of
8.3 human s per square mile.
In th e 180 years from th e first Federal Census the state's population
showed a ten-fold increase. The 1970
census listed 2,590,516 inh abitants in
South Carolina with about half livin g
in urban cen ters and the other half
living in the rmal areas. The trend was
toward residence in centers of 2,500
or more, with Charleston, Columbia
and Greenvill e showing th e greatest
concentrations.
But, th e first two years for which
fi gures are available sin ce the 1970
census sh ow some startlin g moves in
population growth. In the d e c a d e
1960-1970 South Carolin a's net population gain was 208,022 or about 20,802 persons per year. But, in the 27m on th period following the census
count on April 1, 1970, the state
showed another net gain of almost
75,000 person s, which wh en computed
on a 12-month b asis shows an average
yearly gain of 33,096 persons per year.
During the first two years of the
1970s the state's number of births actu ally showed a declin e. Computations show an average of 52,752 births
p er twelve-month year for these two
years while th e previous decade had
recorded 57,346 births per year. There

was a noticeable in crease in the number of dea ths also, a factor which
should be expected in a rising population. Durin g th e decade of the sixties, South Carolin a record ed 21,613
deaths an nuall y. During the first two
years of th e seventies th e number dyin g was up to 23,016 per twelvemonth period.
All of this resulted in a natural in crease in th e state's citizens in th e
first 27 month s of this decad e of
66,906 persons. The other 7,600 persons listed were th e result of net
immigration from other states, a dramatic change from th e emigration
loss of 149,000 between 1960 and
1970. In creasin g job opportmi ity in
the Palmetto State is given as th e
chief cause of this reversal in migration trends, and this assump tion is
born e out by th e fact that revenues
in th e state are reported up by $98
million this year, a result of more
taxes from more peopl e and more
business and industry.
All of these people h ave to be somewh ere, doing somethin g. Rep. Sanders sees th e population increase as a
clear threat to th e state's resources.
"The threa t has two categories : population itself and the in creased per
capita consumption which produces
waste. vVe must con trol this consumption-by such means as gas rationing
-or we must control our population
growth."
Dr. D ean sees the threat as b eing
indirect-"W e don't have p e op 1e
starvin g in th e streets like in Calcutta"
-but just as real and just as urgent.
"We are not obligated to repeat th e
m is tak es other states h ave made.
South Carolina is not as tremendously
developed as New Jersey or Marylan d or even North Carolina. But,"
he warns, "we seem intent on repeatin g their mistakes. I just don't see th e
leadership of this state moving to
avoid those mistakes."
Some progress has b een made, of
course. Th e state, through the Pollution C o n t r o 1 Authority and State
H ealth D epartment ( and under strict
directives from , vashington ) is showin g increasing concern for what is
happening to th e environm ent. Gover0
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Population

1960:

1 = 200 ,000

1970: 1= 200,000

In 1960 South Carolina had a population of 2,382,594. By 1970 the total was up to 2,590,516-a gain of more that 200,000 .
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The population has grown steadily since 1790 and projections show
an even sharper increase is expected.

Although births outnumber deaths two to one, the number of births
is dropping as the number of deaths rises. There were 57,346 births
and 2 1,613 deaths annually in the '60s compared with 52, 752
bi rths and 23,016 deaths per year so far in the '70s.

10,000

1960's

Up through the Sixties the state lost population through heavy
out-migration, but in the first two years of the Seventies that trend
had reversed .

1970's

Although the state's population is steadily increasing, the birth rate
has actually begun to decline. State statistics show a yearly average
of 57,346 births in the '60s, dropping to a yearly average of 52, 752
in the '70s.

nor ·west has cited th e state's policy
on new industry as b eing opposed to
any that causes pollution.
J. Bonner Manly, director of the
State D evelopment Board, recently
put the state's policy thus: "It has
been and will continue to b e our unswerving policy that a company that
would pollute our atmosphere can
look elsewhere. vVe don't want it
here." Other state agencies are vitally
concerned with th e state's resources.
The South Carolina Wildlife and Marine Resources D epartment, for exampl e, is charged directly with protecting and managing th e state's natural
resources.
The Governor's Special Study Committee on Land Policy sees the growing population as a direct threat only
if it is allowed to grow in an unplanned manner. "At some point in
time," says Gene Bowles, "there would
be a limit to the number of p eople
the state could accommodate, but
South Carolina is nowhere near th at
limit." Th e real danger, Bowles says,
is in how the present population uses
what is here. "South Carolina does
have time to deal with its problems,
but if we don't have a viable land use
guidance sys tem by th e end of this
decade, we could very wel l be facing
some probl ems." H e noted there is a
sense of urgency because "A land use
guidance system will take from three

to five years from the time of enacting legislation to begin to d eal effectively with the problems."
What has been the effect of m an
on his environm ent in the Palmetto
State?
Even with spiralin g construction
cos ts, building of all types is going on
at a feverish pace across the state.
Where pink-blossomed p each trees
once covered acre after acre in the
Piedmont there is now row after row
of subdivision houses. The Interstate
perimeter of Columbia is c 1o g g e d
with new complexes of apartment
buildings and shopping centers. Oncerural Berkeley County showed a tremendous 47.l p ercent in crease in its
population between 1960 and 1970 as
it began to absorb th e surburban explosion from Charleston.
The 1970 census pinpointed where
the p eopl e of South Carolina were
living. Its report on the p opulation of
th e state showed wholesale migration
to the urban areas which often encompass parts of counties adjoinin g
th e home county of th e primary city.
The Charleston urbanized area, for
instance, grew from just over 160,000
in 1960 to more than 2:28,000 in 1970.
Since the city itself gain ed only about
a thousand residents, the crush of this
population surge was felt mostly in
the suburbs and outlying areas. Th e
City of Greenville actually lost about

5,000 residen ts, but the urba n fringe
bulged by more than 30,000. Th e
Columbia urbanized area leapt from
162,601 residents in 1960 to 241,781
in 1970. Part of this crush is directly
attributable to th e annexation of Fort
Jackson which brought in about 20,000 more during th e height of the
Vietnam vVar. The Fort's population is dropping drastically now tha t
th e war has ended .
A Census Bureau chart shows tha t
the state's u r b an population has
grown from 41.2 percent of the total
population in 1960 to 47.6 p ercent in
1970-with th e rural locales exp eriencing a drop from 58.8 p ercent in
1960 to 52.4 percent in 1970. ,.
All of thi s means th at more and
more people are crowding into comparatively small areas of lan d, thus
changing forever that land's role in
th e environment.
A significant indicator of the effect
of population is in this changing land
use which is described in a U. S.
D epartment of Agriculture inventory
of South Carolin a soil and water conservation needs published in 1970.
Total land area for th e state was
inventoried as 19,338,269 acres as of
1967. vVater areas larger than 40
acres and rivers wider than 1/ 8 mile
were deducted to arrive at this figure.
To compare 1967 with 1958, the 1958
state total acreage was adjusted to

Roads and highways-such as t his interstat e cloverleaf- claim almost half a million acres or about
2.7 5 percent of t he total area of t he state.

exclude areas inundated by the consh·uction of new reservoirs and lakes
since that year. Thus, 1958 inventories
showed 17.47 million acres available
for farmland in South Carolina and
1.9 million acres being used for other
purposes. The 1967 inventory showed
the acreage available for farmland
h ad dropped to 17.15 million acres
while oth er usage had risen to 2.18
million acres.
This can be shown even more emphatically by looking at what has

happened in specific locales. Berkeley
County, for instance, lost some 5,000
acres of land available for farm use
d irectly to urban buildup.
earby
Colleton Cow1ty lost over 3,000 acres
to the same urban sprawl. Charleston
County saw nearly 12,000 acres go to
metropolitan buildup. In Greenville
County the total was 30,000 acres, in
Spartanburg it was 7,000. Th e urban
sprawl of the state's Capital City had
far-reaching effects. Richland County
urbanized 36,550 acres during that

period ( and any resident can tell you
that th e real urban and suburban
sprawl had really just begun in 1967 ).
Nearby Fairfield County felt the
pinch of Columbia's growth with
nearly 7,000 acres built up.
In Lexington County some 16,000
acres went under construction. Lancaster County, feeling a surge of eco•
nomic growth with new industry, lost
nearly 23,000 acres to progress. Only
two counties saw the trend reversed
-however minutely. Ches ter put 500
acres back into acreage available for
farmland, and Barnwell reclaimed 804
acres. In all, between 1958 and 1967,
th e state lost over a quarter of a mil•
lion acres of potential farmland to
urban and build-up needs.
Another dramatic indication of the
state's population and economic boom
can be seen in the development and
use of the state highway system since
1963. "Travel mileage increased beyond all exp ectations," is the word
from th e South Carolina State Highway D epartment's public relations
office.
L ast year South Carolina roads and
highways experienced 19,471,550,000
vehicle miles driven-the equivalent
of almost 25 round trips to the planet
Jupiter. The gasoline it took to drive
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As t he state's populat ion grows, the people concentrate in urban areas. The three main urban centers showed drastic
increases in population in the last decade.

that mileage was 1,541,690,050 gallons.
In 1963 drivers traveled 10,347,170,000
vehicle miles in South Carolina about 13 such hypothetical round trips
to Jupiter-and used 831,765,826 gallons of gasoline.
Th e roads it took to carry those
drivers and vehicl es grew from a total roadway sys tem of 57,450 miles in
1963 to 59,938 miles in 1972 and the
number of registered vehicles grew
from 949,700 to 1,482,000, a jump of

almost half a million vehicles. These
roadways and adjoinin g rights-of- way
cover about 447,670 acres, or about
2.75 per cent of the state's nearly 20
million acres.
Since, as Dr. D ean puts it, "These
highways are consuming large acreage of Class I fa rml and," it appears
fo rtuna te th at th e highway boom may
be slowing down in South Carolin a.
E xcept for con nectors and expansion
of existing systems in urban areas,

there does not seem to be much exp ectati on or need fo r more m a j o r
highways in the state in the near
future.
vVeighing all these fac tors, one can
easily see that man's encroachment
upon his environment in South Carolin a h as reached the worrying stage.
As th e old fa rmer said when he refused to sell his lan d to the real es tate
agent, "They ain't makin g n o more
of it."
(To be contin ued in the Sept .-Oct . issue)

1963
1 car= 2 round trips

Gasoline

lhiu

831,765,826 gallons

1972
1 car= 2 round trips

Gasoline

hhhhllll

1,541,690,050

In 1963, South Carolinians drove the equivalent of 13 round trips to Jupiter and used more than 800 million gallons of gasol :ne. In 1972 vehicle miles had increased to 26 round trips and gasoline consumption had almost doubled.
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Readers Forum
D ear Sir:
I just noticed in the January-February issue on the inside back cover a
picture of wood thrushes on a berry
bush. The picture is by Anne Richardson. What I am writing about is
th e bush. Does anyone know the name
of that bush? I have four of them
given to me by a friend who'd also
like to know its name.
Shirley Flood, Beaufort.
( Th e bush is Euonymous americanus, commonly known as Strawberry Bush or Hearts A'Bustin'. These
plants are relatively common in the
mixed deciduous forests and low
woodlands throughout our area. )

dead wildlife. A fox does not need to
be chased from here to kingdom come
to learn that he is not a dangerous
animal and that h e is a beneficial and
essential species.
I think that if p eople are interested
in huntin g, they can get good coverage of the continuing extermination
from Field and Stream and other such
magazines concerned with "tips" on
conserving wildlife for killing, mismanaging, and harassing. Please don't
advocate such things in a state publication. Why not concern yourselves
more with wildlife protection instead
of management.
Robert P. Heineman, Lexington, Ky.

D ear Sir :
I am writing in reference to South
Carolina Wildlife, Winter 1971. It is
with great regret that I must apologize
for not reading the magazine sooner,
not to you but to the wildlife of your
state. I and my wife h ave b een considering a move to South Carolina and
I, being very much interested in wildlife, went to the library in search of
wildlife indigenous to S. C. After reading your magazine, I felt too sick to
go on and could only think of writing
this lett,er.
Three out of the six feature articles
in th at issue were concerned with
hunting. "For More Quail-Here's
What You Can Do to H elp the Bobwhite, Our Greatest Game Bird" :
Why not "What You Can Do to H elp
the Bobwhite"? Why must a wildlife
magazine have to cater to hunters?
Who cares about the first goose hunt
in South Carolina? People who are
truly concerned about wildlife want to
know when the last hunt is going to
be-before or after there are no longer
any geese to w.atch . When I look at a
wildlife magazine, I don't want to see

D ear Sir:
After readin g W. H. Allen's letter
to you in the May-June issue of your
magazine I would like to get my half
in. I am fifteen and enjoy hunting
and fi shing very much. Caroline Gilbert, who doesn't agree to huntin g
an d fishing should be reminded that
th e meats whi ch she eats come from
the killing of innocent anim als. The
cows, where b eef comes from , are
even fe nced in and they have less of
a chance than a rabbit or deer. If she
eats meat she should not object to
hunting. I enjoy your magazine very
much . I mostly like the huntin g and
fishing stories. Thanks for a nice job.
David Williams, Wagener.
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D ear Sir:
I read with great interest your articles about farm pond fishing and
would like to "try my luck". However,
I, like many other city dwellers, do
not have access to a farm pond. Why
couldn't the Wildlife and Marine Resources D ept. or some other state

agency publish a list of ponds located
on public property and a list of private
ponds open for fishing to the general
public for a fee? Not only would fishermen benefit but also the farmers
through additional revenue.
J. C. Sutton, C o'lumbia.

D ear Sir:
I have enjoyed your magazine tremendously for several months, but the
killing of Spot in the article "Ely,
South Carolina's Greatest Ambassador" of your May-June issue has found
great disfavor with me. Although I
am aware of the cruel and inhumane
treatment of their dogs by many birdhunters , I do not enjoy reading about
it, and I feel that your magazine used
extremely poor taste in printing that
portion of the article. It was completely out of context with the rest of
the article and was disgusting and
heartbreakin g to read. I fail to see
how th e word "great" can b e used in
relation to anyone who mistreats or
condones the mistreatment of animals
wheth er it be Ely Wilson or Bernard
Baruch.
Fran ces I-I. Haselden, Columbia.

D ear Sir:
In reference to the letter from Caroline Gilbert I would like to say I do
not think huntin g is a thin g of the
past. I agree partly with Miss Gilbert
and partly with th e article on the
elephants of East Africa. My view of
the matter is that huntin g is needed
to keep the balance of nature. But
some of the people take advantage.
Some people will kill just for the sake
of killin g, not to eat or to balance
nature. Our fathers and grandfathers
killed game for food . But just killing
to be killing is a sin. I think the way
to keep hunting a sport without killing sinfully is the way of the men in
"Cottonfield Cottontails" in the same
issue. This is the solution . S. C. Wildlife is a perfect magazine. Keep it
that way! D . J. Fulmer, Prosperity.
SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE

Dear Sir:
Recently, while visiting relatives in
Aiken, I had the pleasure of reading
your March-April issue of South Carolina Wildlife magaine. Let me reiterate the sentiments of M. A. Cody of
Anderson in stating that your publication is the greatest piece of goodwill advertisement that the Palmetto
State has to offer.
In my opinion, your magazine is one
of the b est of its kind, on a par with
the well-known publications National
Wildlife and The Conservationist ( N.
Y. State) . Congratulations to editor
John Culler and his fine staff for the
great job they are doing. Keep up the
good work.
Bob Henne, Elizabeth, New Jersey.

Dear Sir:
Until I read a Cleveland, Ohio
newspaper article, I did not realize
the rarity of cougars in the eastern
United States. My wife, daughter and
I saw one at Huntington Beach State
Park at Easter, 1971. W e had gone to
Murrell's Inlet about 6:30 a. m. expecting to go fishing, but finding
small craft warnings were posted we
drove to Huntington Beach. We were
driving on the road between the dike
and the b each when we saw the cougar emerge from the brush and slowly
canter across the road less than 100
feet in front of us . It never gave us
a glance nor indicated awareness of
our presence. All three of us were
aware immediately that it was a cougar. I noted three things: First, the
uniform roundness of the very long
tail; second, the relatively small head
for the animal's size; and third, what
appeared to b e the solid brown-gray
color of its hide. For what it is worth,
the three of us saw the cougar in
South Carolina.
E. H. Erdman, Pepper Pike, Ohio.

Dear Sir:
Just to say how I appreciate the
magazin e; I had no idea the elderly
would get such a break. I am interested in hunting, fishing, and b eing outdoors. I enjoy reading about trees,
flowers, birds, and all kinds of animals.
I enjoyed Mr. Ray Harm's story and
the beautiful pictures. Thank you very
much.
B. 0. Estep, Cowpens.

Dear Sirs :
Recently, I picked up a SeptemberOctober 1972 issue of South Carolina
Wildlife in which Mr. H erbert Lundy
asked the question, "Can the Sport of
Hunting Be D efended ?" After reading
his confessions the answer is still no,
as even he admits. Still, I would like
to share these thoughts with all Mr.
Lundy's.
The author's statements, "Man is a
hunter" and an animal "endowed with
the instin ct-even the compulsionto hunt," rank among the most ludicrous of declarations. While it is true
that man is an animal, the truth of
the statement ends there. Man is
nei ther endowed with the instinct
nor a compulsion to hunt. If Mr.
Lundy will but ask, he will find there
are those who have never hunted nor
do they care to do so. There are
others, too, who have killed but received no particular "big lift." In
addition , these non-hunters seem to be
surviving quite well without satisfying
this supposedly uncontrollable compulsion.
The fact th at men spend hundreds
of dollars for guns, ammunition, clothing, and vehicles to slay beings that
intend th em no malice is truly one of
the all time great mysteries of man's
behavior. The writer says "they
( hunters ) like to hunt-they get a big
lift out of it, it satisfies an inner urge."
vVhat contributes to such an urge?

Is there something you'cl like to get off your chest? Readers Farum is the
place for questions and controversy, or just airing your views on wildlife and
the outdoors. Send letters to: Readers Forum, South Carolina Wildlife, P. 0.
Box 167, Columbia, S. C. 29202
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Bad day at the office? Spouse problems? Please, the next time this urge
builds, phone me; let's talk things
over. I beg, don't take out your frustrations on a defenseless bird or other
animal.
Our distinguished author, Mr.
Lundy, asks, "Who is this Jehovah
who says that a coyote can kill a rabbit, but I can't?" I'm not sure this
question even deserves comment; however, I would like to ask the author to
relate the last time he observed a coyote selecting a meal for her family at
his local grocery. Or, to emphasize the
absurdity of Mr. Lundy's original
question , who says Mr. Lundy can
shop at a food store but a · grizzly
can't?
It is said also that it is a debasement sport to shoot an animal from a
vehicle or those that are grounded .
Th ere are those of us who consider it
a debasement of the species homo
sapiens for one to sit two hundred
yards from a feeding big horn ram
and place a bullet b etween his eyes.
It is questionable that this is even a
sport.
Mr. Lundy even admits h e has this
thing for bobcats, coyotes, and b ears.
It's ni ce to learn he doesn't massacre
these animals; but remember others
enjoy th e songs of birds, their color
and are fascinated by their aerial acrobatics . If the hunter can control his
inner urges ( we are a "reasoning animal"), think of those who enjoy the
pleasures of a live bird the n ext time
you blast a p artridge from flight.
It's sad to rea d that Mr. Lundy intends to pass his arsenal on to his
children's children with hopes they
will enjoy his "particular brand of
reverence." I question though whether
a mother deer nurses h er fawn so one
day Mr. Lundy's children may sight
th em through one of his family heirlooms.
No, Mr. Lundy, all men are not uncontroll able ravagers of wildlife. Those
who do not hunt do not, as you suggest, even wish to hunt you. W e only
implore you to cease killing and to
seek your "big lift" in some constructive endeavor.
Stewart M. Smith, Florence.
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Wildlife Roundfabld,.
WARMOUTH CATCH MAY TALLY
STATE'S 4TH WORLD RECORD
A warmouth weighing two pounds,
three ounces caught by Willie Singletary
in Douglas Swamp near Manning could
g ive the Palmetto State its fourth world
record if approved by record keepers
for Field and Stream magazine.
Singletary' s " mollie" topped the state
record by ten ounces and the existing
world record by six ounces. He caught
his trophy with an earthworm and a
pecan branch pole.
Willie Singletary

If approved by Field and Stream,
Singletary's warmouth will bring the
world record for this species back to
the Palmetto State after a one pound,
two ounce specimen submitted by Robert L. Joyner of Moncks Corner went
down a year ago.
South Carolina claims three other
world records as listed by Field and
Stream:
-A 19 pound, 12 ounce Bowfin
mudfish caught by M. R. Webster
Lake Marion captured the world title
1971 . The previous record stood at
42
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pounds, 12 ounces caught by a Texas
man in 1970.
-W. B. Whaley landed a 58 pound
channel catfish out of Lake Marion in
1964 to establish a new world record
for this species which still stands today.
-South Carolina has held the world
record Black crappie record since 1957.
It was caught by Paul E. Faust in SanteeCooper and weighed five pounds.
S. C. WILDLIFE WINS A. A. C. I.
AWARD
" South Carolina Wildlife" was recognized by the American Association for
Conservation Information with a second.
place award for most outstanding magazine.
At the recent convention of Information and Education Divisions from wildlife resource agencies throughout the
United States, " South Carolina Wildlife" was cited for excellence of content
and presentation. Editor John Culler
was in Hot Springs, Arkansas to accept
the award.
The South Carolina Wildlife and
Marine Resources Department was also
recognized with a second-place award
for outstanding radio programming and
a third-place award for outstanding
news program.
The Department ranked fou rth in the
nation in place standings based on
points accrued from entrance in ten

r

categories, including magazine, motion
pictures, television, exhibits, radio, news
program and photography.
ANNUAL CONSERVATION CAMP
HAILED A " GREAT SUCCESS"
South Carolina 's 19th annual Youth
Conservation Camp held recently at
Cheraw State Park was hailed as a
" great success" by Camp Director John
Culler, South Carolina Wildlife & Marine Resources Department, Chief of
Information and Education.
Students from across the Palmetto
State are carefully selected to attend the
week-long session sponsored each year
by the South Carolina Wildlife Federation and The Garden Clubs of South
Carolina . Exceptional campers are invited to return the following year.
Culler said that of the 112 campers
participating in the program this summer, 16 were returning for the second
year.
"Instruction is aimed toward provid ing a deeper appreciation and understanding of our environment," Culler
said, " and this year's group of kids was
really enthusiastic and quick to learn."
In addition to courses on forestry,
wildlife, soils and fisheries, the campers
participated in swimming and diving
competition, relay races and other
sports.
South Carolina Conservation Camp

Striped Bass

STRIPED BASS PRINT AVAILABLE
A limited edition of 2,000 full-color
prints of the Striped Bass, South Carolina's state fish, is available from the
South Carolina Department of Parks,
Recreation and Tourism. Ralph J. McDonald, well-known wildlife artist, was
commissioned by that Department to
paint the fish. The 20 1/2 inch by 24 inch
prints are affixed with the state seal.
The prints are $26.00 each, plus $ I.40
postage. Send a check or money order
for the total amount to South Carolina
Department of Parks, Recreation and
Tourism, P. 0. Box 1358, Columbia, S. C.
29202.

the Santee-Cooper Reservoirs and that
they were completing their life cycle
within this freshwater environment. The
fabulous fishing provided by this fish
was rapidly recognized by local fishermen and soon attracted national attention, bringing untold thousands of anglers to South Carolina.
The popularity of this fish has resulted
in an intensive statewide stocking program by the South Carolina Wildlife
and Ma r i n e Resources Department.
Fishermen are now able to catch Striped
Bass in most of the major reservoirs of
the State.

On June 2, 1972, Governor John C .
West a p proved a law making the
Striped Bass the official fish of the State
of South Carol ina. Although this fish
has been found in the coastal streams
of South Carolina at least since the first
settlers arrived, it has only achieved national prominence since about the midfift:es. At that time it was established
that Striped Bass were "landlocked " in

WILDLIFE NOTES AVAILABLE
The 1973 Environmental Quality Index,
a visual, comprehensive description of
the environmental health of the U. S.,
is riow available free by writing to the
National Wildlife Federation, Educational Services, 1412 16th St. N. W.,
Washington, D. C. 20036. Also available from the NWF Educational Services
office is a free (for single copies) set of
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educational "Wildlife Notes." Each set
contains IO informative sheets on a
variety of wildlife species, including polar
bear, bald eagle, California condor and
the alligator. Other "how to" notes
cover birdwatching, nature observation,
and attraction of birds to yards.
LESS THAN ZERO POPULATION
GROWTH?
Zero Population Growth, Inc., the
nation's leading political action organization dedicated to improving the quality of life by reducing worldwide population growth, has expanded its goals.
Now, instead of merely pressing for nogrowth, the organization would like to
see negative growth.
ZPG officials believe the "present
population of the United States exceeds
the optimum level for the continued
well-being of its citizens." To remedy
this situation, the organization is calling
for a below-replacement fertility rate,
or less than 2.1 children per family.
43

Due to a combination of factors, the
zero population growth concept appears
to have swept the U. S. remarkably successfully. The birth rate has been plummeting in the past several years. Although there is much work still to be
carried out overseas, ZPG feels that it is
time to move into the " second phase."
The group recommends 1990 as a target date for population stabilization; to
reach this goal the number of children
per family would have to average 1.2.
Even with this severe decline in fertility,
U. S. population will continue to grow
until 1990 because the number of potential mothers will increase from 42
million in 1970 to 60 million in 1990.
REED RESPONDS TO ANTI-HUNTERS
In an address to the American Humane Association, Nathaniel P. . Reed,
Assistant Secretary for Fish, Wildlife and
Parks, U. S. Department of the Interior,
had the following to say:
" In considering what is humane in
treatment of animals, is it worse lo
cleanly kill a selected duck with a gun
or to cover it with oil, drain its marshes
so it can't reproduce or eat, or subtly
poison it with pesticides or other chemicals over a period of years?
" The issue of anti-hunting is a false
one because it sidetracks people from
attacking the real threats to our native
wildlife. It's not the hunters, but the
heads of the water development agencies, the mineral extractors, the energy
producers, the timber cutters, the stream
straighteners, the stockmen's associations
and the real estate developers who are
destroying America's wildlife.
"What these people do will have far
more effect on the future of wildlife than
I, or any of my successors, or all the
hunter groups put together."
WATER POLLUTION FUNDS FLOW
In a victory for both clean water and
the Congress, Federal Judge Oliver
Gasch ordered the government to make
available $11 billion for water pollution
control at the local level. This money is
earmarked for sewage treatment.
The decision came about after the city
of New York filed suit against the Environmental Protection Agency for its
failure to make available the funds for
water pollution control authorized by
44

Congress under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972.
The Water Pollution Control Act became the subject of intense controversy
after President Nixon vetoed the bill because of the amount of funding called
for in the bill. Congress overrode the
veto and authorized the spending of $5
billion in fiscal 1973 and $6 billion in
fiscal 1974. However, the President
agreed to the spending of only $2 billion and $3 billion for 1972 and 1973
respectively.
Although the court's ruling does not
order EPA to spend the entire $ I I billion, it does order the agency to make
funds available to those states and municipalities which submit applications.
Senator Edmund Muskie (D-Me .),
author of the bill, claimed that the court
decision affirmed his position that the
money had been withheld "illegally."
Judge Gasch, in his decision, stated that
the court had " no choice" but to rule in
favor of full expenditure of the pollution
control funds.
ANDERSON COUNTY'S
ANTI-LITTER OFFICER
What every county needs is an antilitter officer with the same amount of
dedication as Jimmy Jackson, who's
been able to cut nearly in half the solid
waste prob!em in Anderson County.

Jackson has been Anderson County's
first and only anti-litter officer since the
county delegation established the program in September of 1971.
He's a personable man who holds a
state commission as a peace officer,
wears badge a nd gun in his car which is
equipped with fla shing lights and siren.
The only d ifference between Jackson
and a deputy sheriff is that the former
is concerned only with the litterbugs
who persist in desecrating the landscape
with their garbage.
And since Jackson works out of the
Anderson County Health Department's
environmental sanitation office, he is not
under the command of the county sheriff.
This mea ns he cannot be called in to
assist on other law enforcement matters.
Jackson wouldn't have the time, anyway.
He patrols a county with 776 square
miles a nd I 15,000 people, but during
his short stint as anti-litter officer, he
has made 456 cases.
Amazingly, he has won 455 of them
with the result that over $ I 0,000 in fines
has gone into the county treasury.
Jackson enjoys the wholehearted support of magistrate's court in Anderson
County. As an example, he held up a
bench wa rrant he was preparing to
serve.
" The judge found this man guilty and
fined him $100, allowing him two weeks
Jimmy Jackson

to pay the fine. He hasn't, so he'll wind
up in jail and stay there until the fine is
paid."
While Jackson is pleasant-spoken and
polite in mannerisms, he also is a nononsense law enforcer. He doesn't care
who it is he catches. "If he litters, he
litters and that's all there is to it." he
declared, and one former member of
the county legislative delegation found
this to be true, much to his sorrow.
Gov. John West recently signed into
law (and Jackson was present for the
signing) a bill which increased the maximum fine for littering from $ I 00 to $200.
Minimum fine is $50.
Anderson County isn't the only one in
South Carolina with an anti-litter officer,
but Jackson seems to be the one making
the most progress.
''I've been able to make more cases
and collect more fines than the other
17 officers combined," he says proudly.
"A good man can bring in fines that will
more than pay his salary," he noted.
Jackson makes $7,400 annually, the same
as Anderson County's deputy sheriffs.
Even though there are three landfilltype garbage dumps within the county
and although most of the larger towns
have garbage pickup service, Jackson
still has more than enough litterbug
problems to occupy his time during his
five-day, 40-hour work week.
"Country road dumping is one of our
biggest problems. People will dump on
a curve where they can't be easily seen,
or at a crossroads in the fringes of the
woods. I've even caught large dumping
concerns dumping their trash illegally. I
don't fool around when this happensthey automatically get fined the maximum amount."
When caught, litterbugs will come up
with all sorts of alibis invented on the
spur of the moment. "You know they're
lying and they know it, but they'll still
do it," Jackson said.
"I had one man tell me his home was
broken into and all the thief took was
the garbage, which he scattered all over
the road just for spite. Another time, a
mother-in-law was blamed for sneaking
off with the garbage can as she ended
her visit. I was told she threw it along
the roadside just to get her son-in-law
in trouble.
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"I listen and I laugh and I hand out
the citations," smiles Jackson. Rarely
does he have to arrest second offenders.
"One man I caught three times, but
he was pretty smart. He'd clip his name
and address off envelopes and do the
same with credit card slips so I couldn't
learn his identity through looking over
his garbage.
"But he slipped up and didn't remove
the service station number from one of
the credit slips and that was it. He
couldn't believe that I'd go to so much
trouble and was astounded when he was
arrested."
Second offenders usually face the
maximum fine, while in some cases, a
judge will sentence them to pick up
trash along roads for 20 hours a week,
usually four hours a day.
"You can pick up a lot of litter in four
hours," observes Jackson.
During his 11/i years or so as anti-litter officer, Jackson has found that most
of the litterbugs are over 30 years of
age. "Of the 400-odd folks I've arrested,
about 50 were between the ages of 21
and 30. Only two were teenagers, while
the rest were 30 years of age and older,"
The anti-litter officer believes that
one solution to the solid waste problem
is education and hopes that school systems everywhere will soon be able to
offer it to their pupils.
"We had a cleanup campaign in
School District 5 April 2-17 and all
schools participated," Jackson notes.
"The younger boys and girls would range
the highways, streets and roads and pick
up litter. The older ones would take releases to people who owned abandoned
autos and get them to sign away the
rights so the county could remove the
eyesores.
"More than 300 old wrecks were removed by this method."
Jackson estimated that Anderson
County littering has been cut down by
as much as 50 per cent during his year
and a half in office. Now he's working on
the other 50.
One reason is that he is empowered
to arrest motorists who carelessly throw
out a beverage container, cigarette
pack, or other debris from their vehicles.
And he'll also investigate cases where
other citizens report litter violations,

usually by obtaining the license tag number of the vehicle involved.
" Most of these cases won't wind up in
court. You 'd be surprised how many
folks back down from an outright lie
and admit their guilt when confronted
with a straight, eye-to-eye statement
that someone saw them do it and was
prepared to go to court to testify,"
Jackson said.
The anti-litter officer said he would
be delighted to speak to anyone interested in the Anderson County program.
"I've s p o k e n to church and school
groups, garden and civic clubs, and I'd
also be glad to talk to county commissions and other officials and help them
work up their own programs," Jackson
added.-Bill Baab, Augusta Chronicle
NATURE CENTERS OFFER
BEAUTY AND EDUCATION
Backyard nature centers are growing
in popularity across the nation, providing homes for wildlife while offering
beauty and education value for the
homeowner.
The rapid clearing of land for suburban housing and growing building construction in our cities have destroyed
natural animal habitats and deprived
homeowners of the opportunity to live
with plant and animal wildlife. Now,
many South Carolinians are taking advantage of their state's long growing
season and abundance of animal species
to reintroduce nature to their backyards.
A backyard nature center is a representative sample of the natural landscape of a community. A homeowner
can benefit in several ways from his
nature center. Nature centers offer an
education in ecology-that life, both
plant and animal, is dependent upon all
other life for its survival and well-being.
Property values also rise with the addition of vegetation and attractive landscaping.
Planning a backyard nature center is
actually a simple and practical procedure. Wildlife will be attracted to a yard
if its four basic needs are provided:
food, water, shelter and a place to reproduce.
Nut, acorn and fruit-bearing trees
and bushes will feed small animals and
provide a harvest for the homeowner as
well. A bird feeder or small pond will
45

provide sufficient water for wildlife and
will support frogs, salamanders and fish.
Replacing wire and stone fences with
shrubs, trees or rose bushes will give
animals access to yards, and unmowed
lawn edges and low shrubs are excellent
cover for songbirds, rabbits., garden
snakes and raccons. Tall trees with hollows and thick branches make nesting
places fo r squ irrels and birds.
South Carolina is an ideal place to
" grow .. natural habitats because of the
types of trees and shrubs native to this
state. Blackberry, blueberry, bayberry
and huckleber~y shrubs adapt to almost
any soil and setting. Elderberry, sumac
and dogwood are natural havens for
wildlife and grow even in the heart of
cities.
Life-supporting small trees of our
state include the holly, cherry, persimmon, red cedar, palmetto and crabapple. South Carolina's tall pine, walnut,
live oak and pecan trees are the natural
habitats of entire animal communities.
Every homeowner in this state can imp rove his environment and share his
living space with plants and animals
that would otherwise be destroyed or
pushed farther away from man.
Even apartment dwellers can bring
nature into their lives by providing food
and water for birds in windowbox
planters.

dary through the swamp in 1728, saw
only its dank, melancholy side: He called
it a " vast body of dirt and nastiness"
where " the foul damps ascend without
ceasing, corrupt the air, and render it
unfit for respiration." Another early surveyor, George Washington, found the
marshes more appealing. He pronounced
it a "glorious paradise" for wildfowl
and game, and in 1763 acquired some
40,000 acres of " the finest cypress, juniper and other lofty wood .. under the
aegis of a company styled as " Adventurers for Dra ining the Great Dismal
Swamp ... Since then, generations of entrepreneurs have gradually reduced the
peat bog by dra ining its edges for logging and farming, and by diverting the
wine-colored waters of Lake Drummond
to the Dismal Swamp Canal which links
Norfolk and Albemarle Sound. What remains today is a unique wild area, diminished in size but enhanced by a rich
body of legend about early canallers,
fugitive slaves, moonshiners and ghostly
lights.
Union Camp 's significant donationembracing both Lake Drummond and the
acreage once owned by Washington's
band of adventurers-puts the future of
the swamp squarely in the hands of the
federal government. The deeds in fact
contain a key reverter clause which would

void the transfer if the government
should fail to protect and preserve the
area . New, perceptive federal policies
will be required to carry out this trust,
for the Corps of Engineers has controlled
water rights to Lake Drummond for
years without doing enough to curb
drainage and maintain the necessary
levels of ground water to sustain the
lake. This may also be time to close the
Dismal Swamp Canal, or at least severely
restrict its use. An alternative intercoastal route is provided by the nearby
Chesapeake & Albemarle Canal, and
every opening of a lock on the swamp
channel for a single pleasure boat drains
three million gallons of water from Lake
Drummond, which can't afford the loss.
" A refuge is the right thing for this
land, the only right thing, .. Union Camp
President Samuel M. Kinney, Jr., said
recently. He is absolutely right. His firm
is not the first to use provisions of the
federal tax code which encourage such
corporate donations, nor the first to employ the services of the Nature Conservancy. But this is by far the largest single tract ever received by that nonprofit organization. The transaction deserves close study by the many other
private firms which own properties of
singular natural worth .
-The Washington Post

A nature center can transform the
most barren landscape into a small plant
and animal refuge offering beauty and
hours of interesting viewing.
'THE RIGHT THING' FOR GREAT
DISMAL SWAMP
The Union Camp Corporation has set
a supero example for other land-owning
companies by donating its holdings in
Great Dismal Swamp to the Interior Department, through the Nature Conservancy, for preservation as a national
wildlife refuge. This remarkable corporate gift, encompassing some 49,000
acres valued at $12.6 million, should
ensure the survival of one of the greatest
and most intriguing reaches of wilderness in the eastern United States.
The Dismal Swamp has been a place
of mystery and fascination since colonial
times. Col. William Byrd, II , who surv1>1yed the Virg inia-North Carolina boun46
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EAGLES TRAPPED ACCIDENTALLY
Several hundred eagles in Nevada
were caught accidentally last winter in
leg-hold traps meant for mammals. And
federal and state game authorities immediately moved to prevent a recurrence during the next trapping season.
The eagles, mostly goldens, were attracted to the traps because of the use
of exposed bait-usually a piece of
jackrabbit hanging several feet above
the ground. So this baiting practice will
be prohibited.
There is no way to accurately estimate
the mortality, but in one Nevada area
some 350 eagles were caught and many
of them died. The reason for the problem? Trappers are out in full force these
days, because the price of wildlife skins
has shot up. A prime bobcat skin will
bring $60 to $90.
ANIMALS WARN US OF POLLUTION

Environmental reporter Robert Rodale w rote th e followin g on the relationsh-ip between man and animal in
his column "Organic News".
If humankind ever succeeds in killing
off the last remaining wildlife on this
planet, we will surely be in trouble. Not
just because hunters won't have anything to hunt, or because zoos will have
to close. The animal kingdom is much
more important to us than that. Scientists are finding new evidence that animals actually serve as a kind of "earlywarning system" for our environment.
Some of us have heard stories of how
miners once carried caged canaries down
into pits with them. If the bird died, the
miner was alerted that carbon monoxide
gas was present in toxic quantities. That
system worked well because the canary
is highly sensitive to carbon monoxide.
Now we are learning that the interactions between living creatures and
their environment are often incredibly
more complex. But one principle still
holds true. By observing the behavior of
animals, we can gain valuable environmental clues about possible trouble to
come.
For instance, tiny quantities of spilled
oil in sea water are disrupting the life
functions of the New England lobster,
reports Dr. John Todd of the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution on Cape
Cod. Even as little as a few parts per
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million of oil affect the tiny sensing
hairs on the lobsters' antennae, he found.
Vital " messages" carried by chemical
substances called pheromones become
scrambled, affecting the lobsters' eating
and social behavior.
"We are looking at an early monitoring system," Dr. Todd says. " It is possible that certain pollutants could make it
impossible for marine life to communicate. The lobster's sex pheromone, for
example, might be destroyed, suppressed, or mimicked by pollution."
A similar warning system-if man
takes the time to understand and heed
the warning-is working in Montana
where fluoride emissions from an aluminum factory have affected the bones
and teeth of wildlife.
About a year ago it was discovered
that teeth of deer, ground squirrels, rabbits, mice, chipmunks and other animals
within 15 miles of the factory were so
badly deformed that the animals were
slowly starving to death. Their bones
were also malformed and brittle.
The cause was excess fluoride deposits
in the animals, a University of Minnesota
scie ntist found. The aluminum compa ny
admitted to fluoride em issions of up to
750 pounds a day in the past.
Here are some other examples of
animals serving as pollution sentinels:
• Because the Oldsquaw duck "soaks up
pesticides like a sponge," researchers in
Wisconsin are using those waterfowl as
instruments to measure the contamination of Lake Michigan. They claim the
ducks make a living gauge of pesticides
in the lake.
• European scientists were clued in to
the overuse of the dangerously potent
herbicide 2, 4-D when gamebird populations started to dip a few years back.
French researchers Yvonne Lutz-Ostertag
and Hubert Lutz discovered that 2, 4-D
accelerated the death rate and caused
physical and sexual abnormalities in
pheasants and grey partridges.
RETURN OF THE FURRIER
The fur market is booming these days
after a three-year slump. Furriers were
hit not only by the recession but also by
bad publicity over their use of endangered species. Now a carefully planned
public relations campaign is paying off,
and fur sales, abetted by better econom-

Bobcat

ic conditions, were up fifteen percent
last year. The campa ign has proclaimed
the industry's devotion to conservation
measures, displaying memberships in
conservation groups and stressing that
its activities are not depleting populat ions of animals. Nevertheless, when one
source, like the spotted cats, is cut off,
pressure shifts to other animals. A good
slice of the current fur boom is in such
animals as lynx, bobcat, coyote, fox, and
raccoon.
HARTWELL MAPS AVAILABLE
Contour maps of Lake Hartwell are
available from K & H Maps, Inc., Box
80086, Atlanta, Georgia 30341.
The maps, which sell for $1 .50, show
the bottom structure of the lake as well
as navigation markers. Symbols give the
location of boat ramps, campgrounds
and commercial services.
BEETLE BETTER THAN HERBICIDES
A tiny flea beetle is proving a more
formidable foe of alligator weed than
herbicides, thanks to research by the
Department of Agriculture.
Prolific alligator weed is the scourge
of many southern waterways, which it
renders unnavigable. It also interferes
with fishing and other aquatic sports,
contributes to flooding by blocking the
drainage of canals, and creates a favorable breeding habitat for mosquitoes.
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This major aquatic pest first infested
Florida waterways about 80 years ago.
Since then it has spread over more than
66,500 acres in nine southeastern states
plus small areas in Arkansas, California
and Tennessee. It is costly to control by
conventional methods because of its
high tolerance to herbicides.
Alligator weed was imported from
South America without its natural
enemies. Mr. George B. Vogt, an Agricultural Research Service entomologist,
explored its homeland and collected
some 40 species of insects. Three species
were brought back after tests showed
they didn't harm useful plants. Most
promising was the Agasicles flea beetle
obtained from Argentina.
In recent years, about 200,000 adults
of these beetles have been collected at
original U. S. release sites and relocated
throughout infested parts of the U. S.
Their progeny number in the millions.
The most recent successful control of
alligatorweed was scored in an 800-acre
area that includes parts of Lake Pont-:hartrain and its tributaries north of New
Orleans, La. There the rapidly multiplying flea beetles are curbing alligator
weed without any help from herbicides.
BUDGET CUTS AFFECT WILDLIFE
REFUGE PROGRAM
At least 26 units of the national wildlife refuge system in 15 states, administered by the Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife in the Department of the
Interior, face major reductions in staffing
and maintenance during the new fiscal
year beginning July I, according to the
Wildlife Management Institute.
Several of the refuges slated for mothballing by the Administration provide
habitat for rare and endangered wildlife, notably the peregrine falcon , southern bald eagle, and the alligator. Lesser
program reductions also are planned for
more refuges in other states.
This move to decrease the attention
given the program to maintain and enhance habitat needed by wildlife through
the national refuge system comes at a
time when the Bureau and the Department have been given expanded authority for the protection of rare and endangered species and, equally impor48
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tant, are seeking still more responsibilities.
The refuge slowdown is made even
more serious by the deplorably low level
of budgetary support given the national
wildlife refuge system over the past
several years. In fiscal year 1972, Bureau
records show that about $21 million was
available for refuge operations and
maintenance and $2.4 million for construction. Most of the latter was spent
for water pollution abatement, however,
and heavy use of construction funds for
this same purpose is contemplated in
the coming fiscal yea r.
During fiscal year 1972, Bureau officials estimated that more than $50 million was needed for rehabilitation of
facilities on existing refuges. Only $375,000 was appropriated to support facility
rehabilitation that yea r. The outlook
th is com ing year is equally dim.
WILDLIFE PHOTO CONTEST
EXTENDED
The deadline for entries in the Wild life Photo Contest announced in the
March-April issue of "South Carolina

Wildl ife " has been extended to September 15. The winn ing entries will be
published in the November-December
issue due to space limitations in the
September-October issue.
Prints and transparencies in color and
black and white divisions may be entered by anyone except employees of
the South Carolina Wildlife and Marine
Resources Department and their immediate families.
In each division, categories for subject matter are Wildlife, Scenic and
Outdoor Activities. Prints must be at
least 8 by IO inches and minimum size
color transparencies will be 35mm in
2 by 2 mounts. All entries must be
available to South Carolina Wildlife
on a first rights basis. They will not be
returned unless accompanied by a selfaddressed mailer with sufficient postage.
A $50.00 cash prize will be awarded
to the photograph judged to be Grand
Prize Winner. First place winners in
ea ch category will receive $25.00.
Send all entries to: Photo Contest,
South Ca roli na W il dlife, P. 0. Box 167,
Colu mbia, S. C. 29202.
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